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THE REGIMENTAL MONUMENT AT
QUEEN’S PARK – RECENTLY REFURBISHED
It now displays the 48th Highlanders of Canada’s new Afghanistan Battle Honour, the
first such award received since the end of the Second World War.
It honours those Highlanders who served in that conflict and was formally unveiled at
the Regiment’s Remembrance Day Memorial Parade on November 6, 2016.

See Page 18 for photos of the Unveiling
Ceremony and Page 27 for the full Roster of
Highlanders who deployed to Afghanistan.
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A MESSAGE FROM
THE EDITORIAL DESK

W

elcome to FALCON YEARBOOK, 2016, which highlights and celebrates the
events that marked our 125th Anniversary and chronicles activities involving
all our Associations (OCA, 15th BN Project etc) as well as those of our hardworking Active Battalion Soldiers - the RSM’s Review; Company and Band Reports
and stories about Unit Exercises conducted throughout 2016.
As in last year’s first Annual Falcon Yearbook, we also feature stories and
photos about our Regimental history and traditions – the story of Lieutenant
Colonel Donald Mackenzie’s service in the Regiment, a special recognition
of the 65th Anniversary of our participation in the formation of 27 Brigade as
part of Canada’s initial contribution to the North Atlantic Treaty Organization,
the Toast to the Regiment delivered at last October’s SGT’s Mess Dinner - and
past and present stories about the lives of famous and some not so well known
Highlanders – Sgt Gord Holmes (Retd), Cpl Bill Benford (Retd), Pipe Major
James Fraser and others.
We have also again included an extensive Remembrance layout, featuring
coverage of our November Parades and Events as well as Memorial Tributes to
several recently deceased Highlanders.
To keep you up to date and informed on what is happening in your Regiment,
throughout 2017, we will also be publishing two upcoming Newsletters, our
Falcon Parade States, which are scheduled for issue in May and October of
this year and will be available in both electronic (on our Regimental Website
www.48highlanders.com) and hard copy form.
In closing, I want to recognize and offer my sincere appreciation to all those
who have contributed material to this Edition and to the Falcon Editorial Staff for
their diligent efforts to successfully put everything together and deliver the final
draft to press.

Dileas,
Steve Gilbert, Capt (Retd)
Editor
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This issue printed by

be a long one, but we have taken the first
steps forward by initiating a year long
Pre-PLQ (Junior NCO) course, which will
enable the growth of our MCPL ranks this
coming fall.
The 2017-2018 year will be another
significant one for the Regiment.
Activities will include the Active Battalion
taking the lead of a major reserve training
exercise, a significant increase in reserve
soldier deployments and the formal launch
of our Regiment’s expansion. We will
also take command of 32 Trillium Battle
Group at the start of April 2017 and will
be the lead unit for summer concentration
in August. Soldier deployments are
expected to significantly increase as the
regular force component of 4th Canadian
Division completes their “road to high
readiness” and Ontario becomes the main
“go to” region for deployments to Eastern
Europe, the Middle East,
Africa and elsewhere
around the globe. We also
expect to receive the first
wave of new recruits in
our multi-year expansion
plan. This is particularly
promising for us, as our
expansion comes at a
time when the Army
is looking to eliminate
funding imposed caps
on the Reserves, in a
welcome move to rejuvenate our
recruiting process.

A Message from the
Commanding Officer

G

reetings fellow Highlanders!
It is always a pleasure to touch base
with everyone and discuss some of the
key activities of both the past and coming
year.
The 2016-2017 year was one of the
most eventful in recent memory for
the Regiment. First and foremost, we
celebrated our 125th Anniversary, a huge
milestone for any unit and a tribute to
the dedication and sacrifice of the many
Canadians who have served in our ranks.
The “Reunion Weekend” was an excellent
opportunity to renew ties with the
community and to re-forge old friendships.
In addition, this past fall, we added
the battle honour “Afghanistan” to our
Cenotaph at Queen’s
Park and to our Colours.
I would like to thank
all of those involved in
organizing and executing
these activities. Their
success is the result of
dedicated Highlanders,
who work behind the
scenes and volunteer
significant amounts of
their time and energy.   
However, the past year
was not all about ceremony and
celebration. The Active Battalion
continued to work hard to fulfill
its primary role of providing well
trained soldiers for deployment
on Domestic and International
Operations. Completion of soldier
skills training (IBTS), fitness
assessments, field firing ranges
and Winter Warfare training
have been ongoing. Many of our
soldiers also deployed with 3 RCR
on the first stage of a “Road to
High Readiness” exercise, which
will culminate in Wainwright
this summer. This past year also
witnessed the realization of a
long sought after expansion of
our Active Battalion complement
when, in August, we were granted
authority to form a second Rifle
Company. The road to this
welcome expansion is expected to

In closing, I want to say that
I am proud and thankful for
the great honour of serving as
Commanding Officer of the 48th
Highlanders of Canada. The
support that I enjoy from both the
Active Battalion and the wider
Regimental Family is second to
none.
Dileas Gu Brath !
H.S. Pedwell
Lieutenant-Colonel
Commanding Officer		
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Message From The Colonel-in-Chief

2016 - The Regiment sends 90th Birthday greetings to
their Colonel-in-Chief.
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125TH ANNIVERSARY • GALA DINNER • FRIDAY 26 MAY 2016
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125TH ANNIVERSARY • TATTOO • SATURDAY 27 MAY 2016
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A Message From
The Honorary Colonel

125 and Counting
A Message From The Honorary
Lieutenant Colonel

A SPECIAL NOTE FROM
THE HCOL:
Unfortunately, as this
Falcon Yearbook goes
to press, it is with great
sadness that Highlanders
have learned of the passing
of Colonel John Lowndes.
Colonel John was the
Commanding Officer of the
Regiment during our 75th
Anniversary Year and later
served as Honorary Colonel
of the Regiment. All members
of the Regimental Family will
miss him deeply.
Dileas Gu Brath !

I

t’s interesting how numbers
sometimes
a lign.
My
grandfather, who served with the
regiment in the First World War,
was born in 1891 the same year
the Regiment was founded. Now,
125 years later, his grandson is
Honorary Lieutenant Colonel and
served as the chair of the 125th
Anniversary Committee.
As I worked on the 125th
events, my mind kept going back
to my grandfather and how his
connection to the Regiment had
shaped my life. His influence
caused me to join the Unit
in 1977 and the people I met,
things I learned and confidence
I gained as a member of the 48th
profoundly affected both my private life and my business career,
from that point on.
All of us had special reasons to celebrate our 125th anniversary
and the impact the Regiment has had on our life. Friends we’ve
made, things we’ve accomplished and places we’ve gone. The events
of our 125th year were a great success and the best news arrived
near the end of the year when we were authorized to add another
company to our Active Battalion. It was indeed, the best anniversary
gift we could receive.
We now enter the year of Canada’s 150th anniversary as a Nation
and again numbers and my connection to the 48th come to mind.
On July 2nd, 1917, 100 years ago, my grandfather and the 134th
Battalion band played at Westminster Abbey as part of the honour
guard for the King.
The following notice regarding that event appeared in the Ottawa
Citizen:

O

ur 125th Anniversary year has been a busy one. This second
edition of the Falcon Yearbook reviews the achievements of
the Regiment and the Regimental Family throughout this special
time. Highlights naturally include our Reunion weekend in May,
which came together through the efforts of a dedicated group
of volunteers working, for more than two years, to organize and
prepare our major Reunion Event under the leadership of Honorary
Lieutenant-Colonel Scott.
Our Reunion activities moved from celebration to
commemoration in November as we rededicated the Regimental
Monument at Queen’s Park, to mark the addition of our fiftieth battle
honour “AFGHANISTAN carved into its north face.
Through it all the Active Battalion kept up its training and
met it operational requirements and, as you have seen in the COs
comments, our Regiment has been given the authority to grow a
second rifle company and has begun the process of developing the
junior NCOs needed to train 60 new recruits in the coming year.
The year 2017 promises to be an active one for the Regimental
Family. The Regiment will be highlighted in some of the “Vimy
100” activities. Several Highlanders will participate in the centennial
pilgrimage to the Vimy Monument and our Museum is loaning
the “Vimy Cross” (see the article in the History section of this
Yearbook). The Cross and the story of the 15th Battalion (48th
Highlanders) at Vimy, will be an integral part, throughout this year,
the new Visitors Centre Opening Exhibition at the Vimy National
Historic Site.
The year 2017 also marks the 70th anniversary of Her Majesty
The Queen’s appointment as our Colonel-in-Chief. We will
commemorate that in several ways during the year, so please watch
for details in upcoming Spring and Fall “Falcon Parade States” and
on our Regimental social media pages.
The credit for the successes of the past year is shared by all
Highlanders, and now, as we move into 2017, we have the new
responsibility to help the Commanding Officer and the Active
Battalion increase the size and operational capability of the Unit.
The recruiting doors are open!

Events of Monday, July 2nd, 1917 - Commemoration of the 50th
anniversary of the Dominion of Canada was held at Westminster
Abbey, London, attended by the King and Queen, Queen Alexandra
and Princess Patricia accompanied by Sir George Perley, Minister
for Canadian Overseas Forces, London and General Sir Richard
Turner O/C Canadian Troops. The King faced Wolfe’s monument
draped with flags of Canadian troops overseas.
The service opened with “O Canada”; an address by the Dean
of Westminster, Doxology, Kipling’s recessional, The Maple Leaf
Forever, and National anthem. The Guard of Honour was inspected
by the King; the Queen received flowers from widows and mothers
of Canadian troops.
Building on the strength of such memories, it’s now time to look
forward to the future and to achieve a whole new list of successes
and special memories as we dedicate ourselves to strengthening and
growing our Regiment.

Dileas
Mike Scott, HLCol

Dileas,
Geordie Elms, HCol
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THE ACTIVE BATTALION
"FAITHFUL FOREVER"

Silvia Pecota
RSM’S by
REVIEW

125
By: RSM
(CWO)ANNIVERSARY
Derek Murphy, CD

A

nother yearLIMITED
has passed EDITION PRINTS
in the life of our
Regiment…..125 years is a
X 11 (125 @ $70.00)
historic milestone for 14
the 48th
Highlanders of Canada.
(price incl tax but does not incl shipping)
The quasquicentennial
(glad that we did not use
- Fall 2016
the term) is finally Coming
over.
This important year 20
was
X 16 (set of 48)
celebrated through number of
significant events.
AVAILABLE AT REGIMENTAL KITSHOP
The major event wasAND
the MESS OUTLETS
MOSS
Reunion Weekend held
in PARK ARMOURY
OR
May, 2016, with both the Gala
Dinner, and Tattoo ONLINE
at Fort AT WWW.CANEX.CA
York National Historic Site.OR BY EMAIL
The Tattoo while48TRUSTS@48HIGHLANDERS.COM
celebrating RSM Murphy on parade
the military history of the
Regiment, also helped to strengthen the already deeprooted affection that the Regiment enjoys within the city
of Toronto.
Sincere thanks goes to the Regimental leads for the
parade and the Gala. The highlight of the parade was of
course the guests of honour. The importance of having
many of our WW2 veterans occupy the dais in place of a
reviewing officer was a true honour.
We also appreciate the excellent turnout and support,
not only by Regimental comrades but also by the families
of everyone. A proud tradition is to a military organization
what “being from a good family” is to an individual.
In November, during Regimental Remembrance Day
at the 48th Monument (Queen’s Park), the Regiment
conducted a Drumhead Ceremony and paraded for the first
time the updated colours emblazoned with the Regiment’s
50th Battle Honour – “AFGHANISTAN”. The Colours,
represent the spirit of the Regiment, past and present. The
Battle Honours, which are embroidered on the Colours, are
a memorial to all who have given their lives, their health or
their service to the Regiment, and to their country.
Since 1891, the 48th Highlanders have contributed to
Canada’s rich military history by developing soldiers who
have served their country exemplifying the motto of the
Regiment, “Faithful Forever”. While we continue to honour
the customs and traditions of our past, we do however need
to ensure that we remain current and relevant.
I have three main goals for the soldiers of the Regiment
as we enter 2017. The focus will be to grow our numbers
as we recruit and train or new mission element; create a
climate that ensures adherence to the Canadian Forces
values; and to develop and keep the best junior leaders to
enable our sustained growth.
As the Regiment continues today to be the embodiment
of our past, and while we are inspired by the values and
traditions of our ancestors, the source of sustenance for the
future are our young soldiers of today. The brightness we
can see now will be brighter in our future because of the
work we do to support our leadership candidates in the next
few years.
THE FALCON YEARBOOK 2016
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48TH CALENDAR OF KEY
REGIMENTAL EVENTS 2017
Fri 21 Apr 17

Mackenzie Shoot

Moss Park Armoury

Sat 22 Apr 17

48th Officers’ Mess
Dinner

Officers’ Mess

Sun 23 Apr 17

Regimental Church
Parade

St. Andrew’s
Church

Tues 06 Jun 17

OCA Life Members
Lunch

WO/Sgts Mess

Sat 01 Jul 17

Canada Day

150th Anniversary

Sun 10 Jul 17

Pachino Day (OCA)

Belleville Armoury

Sat 19 Aug 17

Warriors Day
(OCA+Regt)

CNE (96th Annual)

Sat 14 Oct 17

48th WO/Sgts
Mess Dinner

Officer’s Mess

Sat 11 Nov 17 (TBC)

Remembrance Day
Parade

Queen’s Park

Sat 11 Nov 17 (TBC)

OCA
Remembrance
Dinner

Location TBA

Sat 18 Nov 17

St. Andrew’s Ball

Royal York Hotel

Mon 01 Jan 18

New Year’s Levee

Moss Park Armoury
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DELTA COMPANY REPORT
By: Capt Edward Gorham, OC D Coy

W

ith the Regiment growing, all the action is in the training company
with emphasis on preparing the leaders of tomorrow in anticipation
of the Regiment’s increased allottment of troops.
To that end, Delta Company kicked off a robust program aimed at
preparing Highlanders and Corporals who intend to take their Platoon
Leadership Qualification (PLQ) this year or next.
This pre-PLQ program focuses on method of instruction, field craft
and leadership. Sgt George Duff laid the ground work, in conjunction
with MCpl Jan Jaskiewicz as co-instructor. With Sgt Duff’s recent
departure to pursue a career opportunity in Kingston, Sgt Ashan Corea
became lead instructor, bringing to bear his knowledge and experience
in recce patrolling.
The candidates had their first FTX on November 25th in Meaford,
focusing on navigation. One of the candidates shared his point of view of
the exercise in the article below.

Sgt Duff supervises weapons handing drills at EX Highland Warrior II - 16–17 Sept

We continued to support our new recuits:
• In the Fall, we ran a Weapons Det Member course with staff and
candidates primarily sourced from the 48th,
• Sgt General was the section commander on a BMQ course
indoctrinating 5 new recruits- Ptes Catherwood, Gilmour, Holm,
Nagulananthan, Sosa - which concludes March 2017,
• We had two officer candidates, 2Lt Lim and OCdt Malcolm, on a
BMOQ which is also concluding March 2017.
Currently, Delta Company includes 59 personnel, all ranks. With
this healthy number of leadership and recruits, we will form the solid
foundation on which the CO can build the new, two-task element
48th Highlanders.

Sgt Corea instructs pre PLQ candidates in navigation skills

PRE-PLQ NAV-EX
By: Cpl Tom Schiratti

L
Practising fire and movement at EX Highland Warrior II

eaders must have confidence in their ability and a mastery of basic
skills. This was the intention of Delta Company’s recent exercise at
Meaford Training Centre on the weekend of November 25th.
With some review the previous week, the members of Delta Company
were given practice on Saturday morning, and then set off to complete
their day and night navigation tasks. These consisted of reaching a
series of five waypoints, each given after the previous was reached.
Many challenges were faced, including terrain, weather, visibility,
and of course deep water. In spite of the challenges, they were able to
push through and complete the navigation tasks. Though not everyone
was able to pass the evaluation, all members learned and honed skills as
well as grew a greater confidence in themselves and their skills.
The night portion of the navigation exercise came with its own set of
challenges, but the practice gained from the day portion was an adequate
preparation.
The next day contained lessons on patrol kit, and simple use of a
DAGR. By the end of the exercise, all soldiers and staff were satisfied
by the training and effort put forward that exercise and look forward to
further navigation exercises with the Regiment in the future.

Taking it easy at EX Highland Warrior II
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THE ACTIVE BATTALION
CHARLIE COMPANY REPORT

THE PIPES & DRUMS

By: OCdt Nicole Little

By: DMaj (MWO) Chris Reesor, CD

2

016 has been a remarkable year for the 48th Highlanders of Canada,
Charlie Company.
In August, the 48th joined the large-scale Army exercise at 4th
Canadian Division Support Base Petawawa for Ex STALWART GUARDIAN
2016. The yearly exercise allows Infantry soldiers to work cohesively
with Armoured and Artillery units in realistic scenarios to increase
operational readiness.
This year, it also
gave 48th a uniquely
uplifting experience. Pte
Bender reports that, of
all the standout training
moments of the Exercise,
“…my favourite had to be
landing on the edge of a
waterfall in a Chinook!” In
this opinion, he is surely
not alone.
This Fall, the Regiment Stalwart Guardian 2016: Pick-up Zone by Chinook
celebrated our 125th
Anniversary with the addition of the Battle Honour “AFGHANISTAN”
to its Colors and the unveiling of”AFGHANISTAN” on our regimental
monument.
Notable as well was the announcement in October that the 48th
Highlanders has been allocated an additional Rifle Company. Following
plans to expand the Regiment, each of Charlie Company’s exercises was
developed to maximize leadership opportunities for junior leaders.
During Ex HIGHLAND WARRIOR II at CFB Borden, soldiers
completed PWT3 (Personal Weapons Test, Level 3) on C7 and C9s for
IBTS (Individual Battle Task Standards). To encourage across-the-board
enhancement of leadership skills, Range Safety Officer, 2Lt Van Der
Toorn was shadowed by two Officer Cadets.
With IBTS complete, all-inclusive leadership development was
possible during Ex HIGHLAND FALCON I at 4 Canadian Army Doctrine
and Training Centre Meaford. During group and section attacks, junior
soldiers were given the opportunity to maneuver as small groups during
dry training.
Soldiers led group attacks and had opportunities to lead section
attacks. Frequent AARs (After-Action Reviews) with Section
Commanders led to steady and highly encouraging development of
soldiers’ section-attack skills both as members and as leaders.
With an eye to modern warfare, Ex HIGHLAND FALCON III
emphasized offensive operations and escalation of force training in an
urban environment. Led by their Section Commanders, and by specialist
Sgt Leandro, as well as by visiting Urban Operations Instructor, Sgt
Winniki, of the Queens Own Rifles, soldiers reviewed drills and tactics.
Junior soldiers then led stack groups in room clearance training in
a variety of indoor urban environments. Finally, using the SAT system,
soldiers tested their training in adaptable computerized scenarios,
allowing them to experience decision-making in real time.
Building off this momentum, Ex HIGHLAND BLIZZARD in January,
2017, will strengthen soldier survival and Winter mobility training,
preparing troops for tactical exercises on Ex HIGHLAND BLIZZARD II
in February. After the reprieve of a hearty Regimental Christmas Dinner
and seasonal stand-down, the year ahead promises to be challenging
and rewarding.
THE FALCON YEARBOOK 2016
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he Pipes and Drums continue to be a busy component of the 48th with
many engagements, training, and support to the Regiment.
During 2016, the Pipes and Drums provided musical support to more
than 100 engagements OUTSIDE of our normal Tuesday/Friday night
training. We remain one of the most active Army Reserve Pipes and
Drums in Canada.
To begin the year, along with the Band of the Royal Regiment of
Canada, we jointly hosted the Scots Guards Pipes and Drums and the
Royal Marines Band after their Toronto performance as part of the
Columbia Artists North American Tour. A great evening took place in
the WOs and Sgts Mess of the 48th Highlanders. Many friendships were
begun or rekindled.
The Band was then into heavy preparations for the 48th 125th
Anniversary Tattoo. The PMaj and P/Sgt worked tirelessly to compile a
medley of Regimental tunes, but in non-traditional settings that was a
unique take on our Regimental music. The PMaj also composed a special
commemorative tune in honour of the Anniversary. Cpl Tom Cuming, a
drummer in the Pipes and Drums, arranged a beautiful accompaniment
to this tune for the Combined Military bands to perform with it.
As part of the preparations for the 125th Anniversary weekend, the
Pipes and Drums began a fundraising process to assist the costs of
the 48th Highlanders of Holland Pipes and Drums for their visit and

Pipes and Drums at the 125th Tattoo at Fort York

tour to take place around the 125th Anniversary week. Huge thanks to
Piper Marilyn Willis and Drummer Randy Irving, and others, for their
efforts to secure funds to support
the 48th of Holland during their
stay. Marilyn and Randy also took
great steps to play host to the 48th
of Holland – a fact the Dutch were
VERY appreciative of.
You would think that after the
125th Anniversary weekend that
the Band would take some time
to relax, but that’s not how we Marylin Willis and Jan Scholten,
operate. In fact, not all of the Band DMaj of the 48th Highlanders of Holland
Pipes and Drums.
were available for the weekend as
some had already left for Summer taskings.
We were very happy that Cpl McKenzie-Mardelli was able to return
from his tasking in support of the Regular Force Band in Edmonton and
Cpl Cuming was able to return from his tasking at CG in Ottawa.
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Prince Harry, The Prime Minister, the Premier of Ontario, the Her
Honour the Lieutenant-Governor of Ontario and others into the Concert
Hall of the Royal York Hotel for the announcement.
The band was also present again in Ottawa for the Fortissimo Beating
Retreat ceremony on Parliament Hill (with one show being rained out by
a monsoon that hit right at show time). This has become a great week
for building band camaraderie, hard work and is in effect the Band’s
collective training each year working with bands and representatives
from across Canada.
The PMaj and DMaj have been consulted over the past couple of years
on the future structure of the Pipes and Drums within the CAF. While
many of our concerns have seemingly gone unheard, one that we are
The Pipes and Drums at the CNE on Warrior’s Day

Cpl Turner was unable to come back
from his tasking to the School of Music
in Borden and Pte Brown is currently
attached to the Cameron’s in Winnipeg for
a University work term. This will see Pte
Brown in Winnipeg for 16 months. We look
forward to his return when his internship
is finished. But he is in good hands with
Sgt Locke (formerly of the 48th) watching
over him out there. The PMaj also was at
the school of music this Summer on an
instructor tasking and the DMaj passed the
QL7 Band Admin course in August.
In terms of events the Band performed
over the course of 2016, in addition to The Pipes and Drums in Ottawa
Regimental events like supporting the Old
Comrades in the Warrior’s Day Parade; November 11 taskings, Church
Parade, The St. Andrews’ Charity Ball, There were also several high
profile events the band took part in during the year.
With 2016 being HM Queen Elizabeth II’s 90th birthday year, the Band
took part in two concerts in honour of our Colonel-in-Chief. The first was
with band of the Governor General’s Horse Guards. The second was a
special concert hosted by Her Excellency the Lt Governor of Ontario at
Koerner Hall at the Royal Conservatory of Music.
The Band was asked to participate in the media launch announcing
Toronto as the host of the 2017 Invictus Games. The band lead HRH

proud of is the re-instatement of the Piper and Drummer rank designator
for Ptes in a Pipe Band (I.E. Pte Brown mentioned earlier is now Piper
Brown as of Nov). The other accomplishment is the creation of a new
Military Occupations Specialty (MOS) for Pipes and Drums. We are no
longer 00166 Musicians, we are now 00377 Pipes/Drums. Sometimes old
is new again.
The year concluded with the annual 48th Christmas Dinner followed
a week later by a social for both Bands to wrap up another busy year.
As we prepared to enter into 2017, this is another milestone year.
This is the 100th Anniversary of the Battle of Vimy Ridge, as well as
HM Queen Elizabeth II Sapphire Anniversary on the
throne – a First for any monarch. And of course, it is
Canada’s 150 Birthday!
The Pipes and Drums have already been warned
that we will be asked to participate in an event
marking the Vimy anniversary in Toronto at Old Fort
York.
And, we anticipate being part of the Fortissimo
again in Ottawa in July and the opening ceremonies
for the Invictus Games in Toronto in September.
With the Regiment taking over command of the
Territorial Battle Group in April of 2017, and being
the HQ for the summer exercise, some of the Pipes
and Drums may be asked to assist with the HQ staff
for that week. So again, another busy year ahead!

DMaj Ressor with HRH Prince Harry, The Prime Minister,
and the Premier of Ontario
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THE ACTIVE BATTALION
48TH HIGHLANDERS CADET CORPS
COMPETING AT THE “CAPT GEORGE W. ELMS - TARTAN SHOOT
(JANUARY, 2016) .....

.... ATTENDING THEIR ANNUAL CADET BALL (MAY, 2016).....

.... AND ON PARADE WITH THE REGIMENT ON REMEMBRANCE DAY
(NOVEMBER, 2016)
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THE ACTIVE BATTALION
48TH REGIMENTAL
STORES APPEAL
CALLING ALL FORMER
48TH HIGHLANDERS!

T

he 48th is the only Highland
Regiment in the world that
has all members on parade
48th Highlanders
of Canada
in Full Dress. Many have
48th Highlanders
of Canada
Officers’
Association
their Bands or Colour
Officers’
Association
Moss Park Armoury, 130 Queen St. East, Toronto, ON M5A 1R9
Party in Full Dress but
Moss Park Armoury, 130 Queen St. East, Toronto, ON M5A 1R9
“WE WANT
only the 48th has everyone
YOUR KIT”
in scarlets and feather
bonnets.
2017 Annual
Officers’
Dinner
This is another example of what makes us
2017 Annual
Officers’
Dinner
uniquely different and special. But you all already
know this as you’ve had the unique, special privilege
of parading before the world as a 48th Highlander.
The Commanding
OfficerOfficer
and Officers’
of theof the
Being the only Highland Regiment capable of
The Commanding
and Officers’
putting a 100 soldier Guard of Honour in Full Dress
of Canada
are pleased
to invite
you toyou to
48th Highlanders
comes at a cost. The kit procurement, maintenance
48th Highlanders
of Canada
are pleased
to invite
and upkeep, and unfortunately losses comes at a
theAnnual
2016 Annual
Officers’
Dinner.
the 2016
Officers’
Dinner.
cost. We do receive minimal support from the Army
for some of our kit, but only for those items that are
worn with DEU or Service Dress.
Our scarlet tunics, feather bonnets, plaids,
nd 22nd, 2017
Saturday,
April
shawls, spats, hair sporrans, etc., the uniform
Saturday,
April 22
, 2017
items that make us unique and special, are the
1730
hrs
forhrs
1830 hrs
1730
hrs
for
1830
Regiment’s responsibility to procure and maintain.
Now that you have proudly marched off parade
at
at
for the last time as an active member and have
joined the ranks of the Old Comrades Association,
48th Highlanders Officers’ Mess
Officers’ Mess
48th Highlanders
we would like to ask that you all have a look through
Moss Park Armoury
your old barracks boxes, kit bags and foot lockers.
Moss Park Armoury
Look for any items of Regimental kit that may
have slipped into a dark corner, seemingly lost
and forgotten. We would like to put those feather
$110 per person
bonnets, tunics, sporrans, belt buckles back on
$110 per person
parade so that the world can see the Regiment in
its finest!
No names, no pack drills. Consider this one
big amnesty box. If you have kit that you would
RSVP:
LCol John McEwen
like to return it can be dropped off at Moss Park
RSVP:
LCol
John
McEwen
mcewenjmc@gmail.com
Armoury on any Tuesday or Friday evening (except
mcewenjmc@gmail.com
Before 7 April 2017
for Fridays of long weekends). It can be mailed or
couriered to:
Before 7 April 2017
48th Highlanders of Canada
Dress:
Mess Kit or Black Tie
130 Queen Street East
Dress:
Mess Kit or Black Tie
Toronto, ON, M5A 1R9
Reception: 48th Highlanders Sergeant’s and Warrant Officer’s Mess
Attention: Regimental Stores
th
If necessary reach out by email atReception: 48 Highlanders Sergeant’s and Warrant Officer’s Mess
regimentalstores@hotmail.com to make other
arrangements if required.
As a final request, once you decide that you want
your closet space back, don’t free up that space by
placing any of our kit up for sale on eBay, kijiji, etc.
or selling it to a military collector as that would
not only be illegal it would be disrespectful to your
service and the Regiment.
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REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATIONS
48TH CONTINUING SERGEANTS
ASSOCIATION (CSA)

48TH OLD COMRADES
ASSOCIATION

By: Sgt (Retd) Guy Bowie – CSA Secretary/Newsletter Editor

By: CWO (Retd) Mark McVety, CD – OCA President

T

he past year has been a busy one for the
Regiment, and the CSA has worked hard to
support the unit during this important 125th
Anniversary year.
The CSA has worked alongside the RSM
and the active Regiment to improve the décor
of the WO/Sergeants’ Mess, and while those
efforts are ongoing, there have already been well
received improvements.
On April 26th, the 48th WO & Sgts’ Mess reclaimed
the Mackenzie Shoot Trophy by convincingly outscoring the 48th
Officers’ Mess in open competition on the simulation rifle ranges at
Moss Park Armoury.
MWO (Retd) Mark McVety and Sgt (Retd) Al Kowalenko represented
the CSA and made positive contributions to the overall scores by the
Sgts’ Mess. An excellent spaghetti dinner was served in the Officers’
Mess after the shoot and the CO, LCol Pedwell, on behalf of the officers,
was gracious in his comments as the losing side.
The Mackenzie Trophy was on display in the WO/Sgts Mess during
our 125th Anniversary year. Plans are to continue the Mackenzie Shoot
in 2017 with a date to be set in April.
The CSA continues to reach out to its membership via email, Facebook
and newsletters. To be more effective with these communications we
have been working hard to update our membership lists and to encourage
more of our retired Sr NCO community to join us. This task continues to
be a primary focus moving forward and a special thank you goes out to
WO (Retd) Dianne Love for her efforts in this regard.
Plans are for the CSA Annual General Meeting to be held in April (date
TBA) to discuss relevant business and vote on the Executive Committee
slate for 2017-18. Our current Executive includes (all Retd): MWO Larry
Fullerton, Chair; MWO Mark McVety, Vice-Chair; WO Ron Denham,
Treasurer; Sgt Guy Bowie, Secretary; WO Dianne Love, Membership;
and members: Sgt Al Kowalenko, Sgt Gord Holmes, Sgt Alex McKinnon.
Remember, your annual dues are put to good use by the CSA and
they are vital to our continuing efforts to support the Regiment. We have
committed significant funding towards renovations in the WO/Sgts’
Mess, and we contribute time and resources towards running annual
events designed to encourage continued involvement with the Regiment
in which we have served with so much pride.

Our new battle honour in the Sgts Mess
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T

he OCA had its usual
busy year in 2016 and
we had a good parade to
honor the Battle of York on
April 24th. This parade
occurred on the same day
as the Annual Church
Parade of the Regiment to
St. Andrews Church.
During the month of OCA Drill Team on Parade - 24 Apr
May, we celebrated the
125th Anniversary of the
founding of the Regiment.
The weekend was very
busy starting with the
Gala Dinner at The Liberty
Grand on Friday Night, May
27th.
WO Jason Hansen and
his sentries did a great job Memorial Ceremony
of displaying the periods of
the Regiment, not only on Friday Night but also at the parade at Old
Fort York the next day. The turnout of Highlanders on Saturday, May
28th, was fantastic. The March Past of the former members of the
Regiment led by LCol Dick Read, followed by the active battalion was
awesome.
Saturday Night was the BBQ at Moss Park Armoury and was well
attended. Gzowski Trophy pins were presented to persons who were
members of the unit from 1965 to 1970. The unit won the Gzowski
Trophy five years in a row signifying the best Reserve Infantry Unit in
Canada for those five years.
There were plenty of 125th Anniversary items for sale and the food
was great. Many thanks to Larry and Anna Fullerton and their helpers
who made the evening a great success. I want to take this opportunity
the thank Hon LCol Mike Scott and the Committee for an exceptional
job on the Anniversary Weekend.
OCA event continued on during the Summer. June was the unveiling
of the monument by Toronto City Hall for the Italian Campaign of
World War II. This monument depicts the city of Ortona, Italy, after
the battle in December 1943. We are going to lay a wreath the Sunday
before July 10th in 2017 to signify this event.
July 10th this past year saw the OCA Guard travel down the 401 to
Belleville for Pachino Day. This event honours all participants from
the 1st Brigade. The 48th Highlanders are one of the three infantry
units in this Brigade along with the Hastings and Prince Edward
Regiment and The Royal Canadian Regiment. We had a good turnout
and the spaghetti and the social hour was enjoyed by all. Next year
we will still have our bus trip, mark your calendars now for July 10th.
August’s event was Warriors’ Day at the Canadian National
Exhibition. The 48th was one of the units in the Honour Section.
The Pipes and Drums led the parade and then came back to head
our contingent. George MacLean was Honorary Parade Marshall. We
had a good presence by the OCA Drill Team, Colour Party and the
marching veterans. It is hoped that we will have an even bigger group
on parade next Summer along with members of the Active Battalion.
The Remembrance Weekend in November went well and the
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The OCA marching at the CNE - Warriors Day

The OCA - Warriors Day

to our June, 2017, luncheon. Our next Life-members Luncheon will be
on Tuesday June 6th. We will celebrate being D-Day Dodgers. Please
mark your calendar and plan to attend.
2017 will be packed with the usual OCA events. Your Association
needs your physical and financial support to ensure we continue to be
there for our members. Please come out and show your support!

OCA March Past - Warriors Day

AT THE IODE
2016 CHRISTMAS LUNCHEON:

S

hirley Stewart receives her Service Pin
recognizing 50 years of membership,
from Regent Beth Crook.
In a second IODE picture, on the back
page of this 2017 Falcon Yearbook, Linda
Rogerson receives her Peacekeeper Bar
from Beth.
The Peacekeeper Bar is awarded to
IODE mothers or grandmothers whose son,
daughter, grandson or granddaughter is a
Canadian soldier serving in a Peacekeeping Mission.
Linda’s son Jay is currently serving overseas, on such a Mission.

George McLean at the Warrior’s Day Parade

weather was good (Thanks Padre). Saturday’s Parade at Mount
Pleasant on Nov. 5th was attended by 60 people including the Band.
That same Saturday evening, the annual OCA Remembrance
Dinner at the York Banquet and Entertainment Centre was well
attended as 105 people sat down to dine and pay tribute to our veterans.
Gerry Turner received her Lifetime Achievement Award from the OCA.
Thanks to all who attended and we hope to add to and improve our
Dinner for next year.
Sunday, November 6th was the parade to the 48th Regimental
Monument. The Monument was rededicated and the Battle Honour
“AFGHANISTAN” was unveiled. Special thanks to those who
contributed to the refurbishment of the memorial, especially to BGen
(Retd) Greg Young.
December’s first Tuesday was the day we held the OCA Life
Members Luncheon in the 48th Sergeants’ Mess. New permanent
cards were issued to those in attendance. We had a nice lunch and
about two hours of socializing. The event was deemed a success.
We hope we can attract other members of the Regimental Family
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HONOURS AND AWARDS
CANADIAN FORCES
DECOR ATION
Sgt Corea
Capt Laurella
Maj Went zell

FIRST CLASP TO THE
CANADIAN FORCES
DECOR ATION (22
YEARS)
Cpl Wilcox
WO Smint ich

PROMOTIONS:
to Major :
Maj Went zell

to MCpl:
MCpl B radbury

to Cpl:
Cpl Won
Cpl Bennett
Cpl Su
Cpl G uitard
Cpl Kim
Cpl Robertson
Cpl Schiratt i

AWARDED BRIGADE
COMMANDER’S COIN –
OP PROVISION :

6 November, 2016
A new Unit Battle Honour – “AFGHANISTAN” – the Regiment’s first one, since 1945, is unveiled by
BGEN Greg Young, the most senior Highlander to serve in that conflict, and Cpl Taylor Greene, the most junior.

Cpl B lair
Cpl Sukar
Cpl Zasidko
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HONOURS AND AWARDS
THE SERVICE
OF WORLD WAR II
VETERAN
AND
HIGHLANDER IS
RECOGNIZED
By Major (Retd) George L. Pearce CD

Beatrice (Bea) Corbett, 94, a veteran of the
Second World War and a Highlander, has been
given a special award for her service decoding
the enemy’s communications in the Pacific
Theatre.
The award is the Bletchley Park
Commemorative Badge from the Government
Communications Headquarters located in Bea Corbett centre, 94, received a Bletchley Park Commemorative
Cheltenham. England.
Badge for her work decoding Japanese communications
Corbett was an enlisted member of the during the Second World War. (Ian MacAlpine/The Whig-Standard)
Women’s Royal Canadian Naval
Service (WRCNS or “WRENS”).
While she didn’t claim her fame as
a code breaker at Bletchley Park
in England (which was brought
back to life in the 2014 movie The
Imitation Game starring Benedict
Cumberbatch) she was posted to
one of Bletchley Park’s outstations
at Gordon Head, now a seaside
suburb of Victoria B.C.; this made
her eligible for the award. Corbett
worked officially as a wireless
telegraphist but was trained in
the principal Japanese code called
Bea Corbett, in her Kingston apartment
Kana.
She joined the WRENS in 1944, a
48th Highlanders Chapter IODE exemplified
year after graduating from Queen’s
her dedication to community service. But her
University with a degree majoring
outstanding wartime service to Canada more
in English. She was 22 years of age
than pays her membership among a host of
when she arrived at Gordon Head.
unsung Canadian heroines including Eleanor
Her special group worked with the
Fleming and Grace Garner, both appointed
Americans and any intelligence
Personal Private Secretaries to Sir William
gathered went to Bainbridge Island,
Stephenson (A Man Called Intrepid), and
Washington where the information
Laverna (Dolly) Dollimore, also a wartime
was analyzed. They were told that
veteran of the WRENS, and a recipient of the
“they were in the Pacific War not
Order of Canada while serving as Personal
the Atlantic” Her tasks included
Private Secretary to Canadian Ambassador
breaking the Japanese equivalent of
Kenneth Taylor for the courageous rescue of
the Morse Code.
the American hostages in Iran 1980-81.
In a recent interview, she
Bea Corbett’s service secret for three and a
Bea Corbett aged 22, Kingston, Summer 1944
revealed that they would listen to
half decades evokes the time-honoured order
the Japanese speaking all in code.
Japanese war by two years.
“Splice the Main Brace” in recognition of
She and her fellow code-breakers, the majority
As part of her unsung and most outstanding performance of duty in the Royal
being women, deciphered communications distinguished service, like all of these now Navy. It would be difficult to find anyone more
between Japanese warships. They triangulated famous code breakers, Bea remained silent for deserving of this traditional naval toast than a
the bearings of received messages and located 35 years, bound by the Official Secrets Act.
WREN called Bea.
the position of the enemy ships, which resulted
Bea Corbett was the former wife of the
in their being sunk. Such precise training and late LCol K.C.B. (“Casey”) Corbett, during
application was said to have shortened the which time her appointment as Regent of the
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HIGHLANDER PROFILES
MEMOIRS OF A
48TH HIGHLANDER OF CANADA:
1963-1967
By Cpl (Retd) William (Bill) Benford

I

remember that, when I turned 17 years old and
was still in my high school the Cadet Corp, word
got around that the Regiment was looking for
enlisted men. Hearing that, a group of us
got together and headed off to University
Armory - Home of the 48th Highlanders of
Canada - my father’s old Unit.
We lined up in front of a desk,
manned by a sergeant and each of us
were asked “why do you want to join
the 48th”? I remember my response
was “Because my father served in the
48th”. “Good and well. Carry on over
there” was the answer.
After getting my medical done at
Manning Depot, it was back to the
Armory to draw my kit from Quarter
Master Stores.
I had enlisted in the Student Militia
Subunit - Charlie Company. I recall one,
Corporal Dodd, the master of holding
the FNCI at arms-length and an NCO
who doled this punishment to one and all
if you messed up.
I had joined up at a time that was to
become very emotional to me when, soon after,
we marched out of the old University Armory.
Knowing it’s history and the untold number of
souls that had crossed its threshold brought tears to
my eyes and as we marched down University Avenue,
I wasn’t the only one. Everywhere in the Regiment,
from the Veterans to the youngest of us, there was an
emotion I had only felt few times – pride.
The Regiment was preparing to Troop its Colours
in honour of our Colonel and Chief - Queen Elizabeth
II’s birthday. We had 5 or 6 months to get it right. It
was a great experience, at the CNE grounds, in front
of thousands of people I felt very honoured.
Later that summer, of 1964, I went to Niagaraon-the-Lake for a Junior NCO Course and was
promoted to Corporal shortly after.
The Regiment was training for the “Sir
Casimir Gzowski Trophy”. This was a highly
sought after award that many Militia Regiments
in the Command wanted to get their hands on.
We trained in numerous places under
var ying, sometimes extreme weather
conditions, such as on two winter exercises at
Skeleton Bay on Lake Rosseau. The first, in
March of 1965, was led by our CO, LCol John
Lowndes and the second, in February1966, was
led by the OC C Coy, Maj Alan Baker. On both occasions the 411 Sqn
(Aux) RCAF, based in Downsview, flew us to the exercise location.
THE FALCON YEARBOOK 2016

The weather was very cold both times and some cases of frost bite
and hypothermia, due to personnel not being prepared for the conditions.
My “Civvy” winter boots were so frozen, I could not get me feet
into them and missed a morning training session. My limited Field
experience led me to mistakenly believe that my personal boots would
be as warm or warmer than the available Army Mukluks.
During the exercise in 1965, all five rifle sections
erected Bell tents and slept, or attempted to sleep,
in them. I must say, this was one of the more
memorable learning experiences of that
training week-end.
Another memorable exercise was
held in May 1965, near Coburg Ontario.
Apparently, one of our Officers knew a
cottage owner who could provide us a
place to bivouac during this exercise.
The Combat Leadership Platoon
was made up of two sections of
highly skilled Militiamen. After being
airlifted, again by 411 Sqn, to a small
runway near Coburg on Lake Ontario,
we marched for several hours (it felt
like about 500 miles in the heat that
day).
At this point in my story I must add,
that these two sections, were several
young men – Mike Barnes, Steve
Gilbert, Vic Goldman, John Iverson,
Greg Young - who would stay with the
Regiment and go on to become high
ranking NCOs and officers in the Unit
and beyond.
During this exercise, I was a scout
and it was my task to lead the section I was
assigned to, and to join with and defeat the
“enemy” section. To meet the opposing force, I
was to take our section to the enemy in the
least expected way possible.
I managed to breach the enemies
sentries and, while hiding under a
‘deuce and a half’ truck, overhear
the enemy’s defensive plan. With this
information, we made an effective plan
of attack.
Looking at a map of the area, I could
see a very large swamp lay between
our section and the opposing section.
Going but right through the swamp and
taking advantage of the numerous Beaver
dams located there for cover, we came
noiselessly right out behind the enemy and
overtook and defeated them.
Later, the funniest part of this whole
exercise occurred that night.
The officers and CSMs were invited to a
cabin for drinks.
Knowing this, the Jr and Sr NCO’s
planned an ambush for the party goers at the
end of their festivities. We lined both sides of
the path leading from the cabin to our camp,
armed with FNC1 rifles, Sterling SMGs and a
few thunder flashes, surprised our bosses. The
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years, involved one goal for the
Regiment - to win the Gzowski
Trophy and be recognized as
Canada’s top Militia unit. We
won it five times between 1965
and 1970, and I am proud to
have been part of that great
achievement the first two years
(1966-67).
I finished my Active service
as a driver with H.Q. Support
Company’s Transport Platoon
after the Regiment relocated
from Fort York Armories to its
present location at Moss Park
Armory.
Failing grades in school made
it necessary for me to leave
the Battalion to concentrate
on completing my high school
education, but I have never
forgotten my brief but fun filled
years serving in the BEST
Regiment in Canada.

Shooting Competition with the Navy

look on their faces was priceless
as these drunken souls were met
by a force so strong that none
could oppose us. Bodies jumped
right and left off the path into the
underbrush.
It was a crowning achievement
on a great week-end of training.
We laughed ourselves silly every
time the story of this momentous
“ambush” was told.
Next morning found us
marching west on the Lake
Ontario shoreline, in hellish hot
temperature and the sun’s glare,
off the beach toward a dock where
we were to be met by a Canadian
Navy ship, H.M.C.S. Porte St. Jean,
for transport back to Toronto and
Fort York Armory.
While on board we competed in,
and won, a target shoot between
our crack shots Sgts Richards and
Shaw and Cpl Wayne Sershall and
some equally skilled members of
the ships company.
It is important to note that the
exercises that I have described
and many others that we took
part in, during those mid 60s

Winter warfare EX - 1966
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“CANADA’S PIPE MAJOR”
JAMES FRASER
UNSUNG HERO OF
SAC PIPES & DRUMS
By Jim McGillivray SAC Staff Member

I

t’s a little-known fact that the foundations of the St. Andrew’s
College Pipes & Drums rest on a veteran of the Boer War.
The history of the Pipes & Drums dates back to the 1915-16
school year, when a parent, Colonel Thomas Cantley of Nova
Scotia, donated six sets of pipes to facilitate the founding of a
pipe band. But it was 48th Highlanders Pipe Major James Fraser
who built the band.
In 1892, at age 18, James Robb Fraser enlisted with the
vaunted Gordon Highlanders in Aberdeen, Scotland. Two years
later, he was posted to war-torn India and would remain in this
part of the world until 1897.
In October of that year, he found himself at Dargai, Pakistan, James Fraser, centre back, as director of the St. Andrew’s Pipes & Drums
in its inaugural 1915-16 school year.
piping the Gordons into the battle where fellow
piper George Findlater won a Victoria Cross for
Park in the 1940s and made the short lunchtime
continuing to pipe propped up against a tree after
walk to the Armoury to take lessons from Fraser. “I
both legs had been shot from under him. Fraser
well remember that in the late 1940s,” she recalls,
was wounded in the thigh during this same
“Fraser would take a very long public transit trip
battle, and he too continued to pipe.
to St. Andrew’s College in Aurora each Wednesday
Fraser subsequently served in South Africa
afternoon to teach the Pipes & Drums. This was
from 1899-1902 in the Boer War. He’d have seen
just part of his duties as Pipe Major of the 48th.”
the thick of battle as both a soldier and as a piper
Aside from some interruptions during the
.
war years, this represents a commitment of more
He returned to the U.K. in 1902, where
than 35 years as the principal St. Andrew’s piping
he continued as a Gordon Pipe Major. He was
instructor. For those proud of the St. Andrew’s
discharged in 1913 with “exemplary conduct,”
College Pipes & Drums tradition, our debt to Pipe
and described as “a thoroughly trustworthy,
Major James Fraser is immense.
hardworking, and sober man.” In that same
The ties between the 48th and the St. Andrew’s
year, the Pipe Major of the 48th Highlanders’
Pipes & Drums that Fraser developed continue
regimental pipe band in Toronto retired. Fraser’s
to flourish, with later 48th pipe majors such as
name was put forth as a replacement and he was
Reay Mackay and Sandy Dewar also teaching.
appointed soon thereafter, moving to Canada at
The current 48th Pipe Major, Iain Lang, drives to
age 39. He would hold this position for 39 years
St. Andrew’s each week to help teach our large
until his retirement in 1952 at age 78—far longer
number of keen pipers.
than any other 48th Pipe Major before or since.
Four thousand people attended Fraser’s
During his tenure, “The Famous 48th”
retirement parade at the University Street
of Toronto became the country’s premiere
Armoury in 1952 as the reigns of Pipe Major were
ceremonial band, and James Fraser became
James Fraser, right, as a Gordon Highlander in
handed to Archie Dewar, and when Fraser died in
the 1890s, along with an unidentified piper.
known as Canada’s Pipe Major. He was a well1963, 11 military units led his funeral cortege.
known Toronto figure in an elite unit whose annual duties included
Last year, as Fraser’s history with SAC began to emerge, the School
parading before the home opener of the National Hockey League’s
added a new pipe banner to its collection honouring Pipe Major Fraser’s
Toronto Maple Leafs, a tradition that began with the opening of Maple
service to St. Andrew’s. The new banner features the colours and crests
Leaf Gardens in 1931 and continues to this day.
of the Gordon Highlanders, the 48th Highlanders, and St. Andrew’s
Officially employed by the officers of the regiment, Fraser
College. It joins other pipe banners that commemorate the Cadet Corps’
was given various other responsibilities at the University Street
affiliation with the 48th, the Pipes & Drums’ 2010 trip to the 65th VE
Armoury where he taught scores of pipers over the decades.
Day celebrations in Holland, and former Headmaster Ted Staunton’s
contribution to rejuvenating the School’s Cadet Corps and Pipes &
In 1915, St. Andrew’s College was located in Toronto’s Rosedale
Drums during his tenure.
district, and the sons of some of the 48th officers were St. Andrew’s
Photos of Fraser adorn the walls of the Pipes & Drums’ newlystudents. These officers wanted their sons to be pipers, and since Fraser
refurbished practice facility, the Petrachek McGillivray Pipes & Drums
reported to them, they added to his duties the job of teaching the School’s
Centre, ensuring, along with the new banner, that his contribution is
pipers.
never forgotten.
June Smith, who helped teach pipers at SAC during the 1990s, was one
— This Article provided courtesy the Andrean
of only two women taught the pipes by Fraser. June worked at Queen’s
THE FALCON YEARBOOK 2016
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48th Highlanders. As much as I was greatly honoured by this, an even
greater surprise followed when Major Harry Brown asked me to be his
second-in-command of B Company. While honoured, I tried to express
my reluctance to accept a post that is reserved for a captain. “Thank
you Sir” I said, but I know nothing, at this stage, of being a company
By Major (Retd) George L. Pearce CD
2IC,” I began, but Major Brown’s assurance was immediate and direct:
To be called a soldier is the highest compliment. There is no such thing “It’s really very easy; you just do what I tell you to do.” Thus, began a
as a good, bad or average soldier. There is no modifier, adjective, prefix unique experience of learn and lead in which I received the benefit of
or other describing word. To be a soldier is an absolute condition. It’s like the consummate leader from whom I learned a great deal. A few simple
examples might serve to illustrate.
being alive or dead. Either you are or you aren’t”.

MAJOR HARRY FAULKNERBROWN OBE, MC

“

On one occasion two B Company lance corporals were seen on Yonge
This was the definition taught to me by my father, a Captain of the
Royal Engineers who was invalided from the trenches of Flanders during Street in the late evening, after Friday night parade, in the company of
the First World War and who, by all standards except his own, had no young women who were seen to be wearing the balmorals of the NCOs.
business serving overseas again for six years in the Second World War. The occurrence brought to mind an incident during the Second World
War when a female Hollywood celebrity, while visiting allied troops in the
UK, attempted to don a 48th balmoral
Thirty-eight years after “The War to
for publicity. She was promptly and
End All Wars” I would come under the
politely informed that no one except
influence of the second officer of the
a 48th Highlander has the privilege
Royal Engineers in my lifetime whose
of wearing the regimental headdress.
service added luster to the title “soldier”.
No photograph. On learning of the
Yonge Street incident, Major Brown
Harry Brown was born into a seamight have been expected to issue
faring family at the mouth of the
only
a reprimand. Instead he decided
river Tyne in England. The Second
to
charge
the soldiers and added a
World War sparked his introduction to
reduction in rank to private. The result
military service after he began work
was impressive. The offenders took
in an architect’s office before moving
their punishment with renewed vigour
to King’s College, Durham University
to regain their original promotion
where he joined the Officers’ Training
which occurred in due course.
Corps (OTC) reaching the rank of
sergeant. From here his military
Brigadier Ian Johnston’s farm
training took him to the depot of
property
in a somewhat remote region
the Durham Light Infantry, then
north of Toronto, while not in everyday
to become a Sapper in the Officer
use, became a very opportune training
Candidate Training Unit (OCTU),
area for infantry tactics in the field. Its
a posting to a Royal Engineers
open and undulating ground provided
Field Company and eventually to a
a challenge for fire and movement
Parachute Squadron RE.
exercises. On one such occasion the
As part of the 1st Parachute
company
had deployed on continuous
Division he was dropped at Arnhem
exertions
from
early morning until noon
during which, in that storied battle,
hour and although there was no apparent
he was awarded the Military Cross.
provision for meals in the field, there was
He was fortunate to have been
a certain unspoken concern which was
evacuated across the river Rhine
prompted by hunger pangs among all ranks.
and subsequently flew with the
Suddenly, the arrival of a vehicle allayed
Division to Norway to help disarm
all concern as its attendants prepared to
the German occupiers and liberate
unload
hot chicken dinners with tea, coffee
that country. He eventually
and
dessert
for all ranks. The Company
commanded the squadron in which he served
Commander’s secondary appointment as
with distinction at Arnhem.
PMC had provided the source of all catering needs and when the question
His architectural career was launched after his release from the of cost was asked, Major Brown replied simply, “It’s been looked after.”
British Army and a final qualifying university year. Experience was
Creative fund-raising projects for the men were in place, but none
gained via offices in London before coming to Canada to spend 12 years
in Toronto with his wife and family and gaining a senior position in the more imaginative than that intended to provide dress blue patrol jackets
for all ranks. Some members were already proud recipients at the time
prestigious architectural firm of Mathers and Haldenby.
and periodically a name would be announced for the next member to
I was a newly commissioned second-lieutenant in 1956, having visit the tailor.
It is small wonder that B Company had the largest company and a
left the Regiment for a two-year course in the Canadian Officers’
Training Corps (COTC), when I received an unexpected invitation from very high level of morale. Another such example occurred at Niagara-onLt Col Hamish K. Mackintosh MBE, Commanding Officer, to return to the the Lake summer camp when all ranks had marched to the rifle ranges
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some distance from the tent lines. At the end of a long day and with time
restrictions looming the Training Officer announced that lorries would
transport the troops back to camp. However, Major Brown announced
that B Company would march back to camp which prompted the eruption
of a resounding cheer from all ranks of the company. He was over-ruled
by the Training Officer but the expression of high morale was not lost on
anyone
Leadership comprises many aspects in balance which includes
setting the visible example for others to emulate, earning (not
commanding) respect, evaluating the merits and potential of others,
gaining trust and confidence in subordinates, never passing a fault,
motivating subordinates to re-think better ways of remedial action
instead of criticizing their initial attempts, encouraging subordinates to
suggest and become involved in creative and varied aspects of training a vehicle in itself to evaluate the leadership potential in others and -- the
ability to create something of value, something unique for the benefit
of all and , not least in importance, an abiding sense of humour. Telling
isn’t teaching. We learn by doing, thus man-management and mutual
respect are enhanced. These were the principles to learn from a soldier
with six years’ wartime experience.

A HIGHLANDER’S
ROAD TRIP JOURNAL
Capt (Retd) Vic Goldman Explores America’s Battlefields

19 May, 2016

We have just completed Day 1 this Road Trip that will see us travel
through 23 different states and put well over 10,000-15,000 km on the
odometer. Mountains, deserts, the seaside, swamps, exciting cities and
historic sites and battlefields are the order of the day.
Today we drove to the 1000 Islands and crossed into New York state
and are currently in Syracuse,
Tomorrow the plan is to head south into Pennsylvania and set up
shop in Chambersburg and then follow General Robert E. Lee’s 1863
route to a sleepy little village named Gettysburg. Funny how all roads in
the US somehow lead to Gettysburg!
20 May

It is now 60 years since my first visit to the battlefield and various
locations brought back scores of family memories as I have been here
While the distinguished military service of Major Brown was probably 30 times.
recognized in one of the epic battles of the Second World War, his record
Dev il s
Den,
of achievement as a professional architect in peacetime is equally
Little
Round
Top,
outstanding. It would be difficult to find many who could launch such a
and
scores
of
other
demanding practice as a single consultant (on his return to the UK) who
would ultimately retire from heading a staff of 55 over a period of 26 years. locations where
His first experience with libraries was in Canada after a fire on August the men and boys
4, 1952 damaged the Library of Parliament in Ottawa. The refurbishment from Wisconsin,
saw his artistic and engineering expertise demonstrated by his personal Mississippi, New
replacing of the gold-leaf patterns in the ceiling of the library’s cupola. York, Virginia etc,
That this first encounter in restoring the classic aesthetic design of a etc, took a stand a
beautiful library motivated his subsequent propensity to concentrate fought for what their beliefs.
on the design of libraries (as well as recreational facilities) is a matter
Tomorrow it is a short hop across the Mason Dixon Line to New
of conjecture, but the evidence remains in abundance in the university
Market
Virginia.  We will play things by the seat of our pants as we are
libraries throughout England including those of Oxford and Cambridge.
a
good
day
ahead of
In 1982, he was appointed Officer of the Order of the British Empire for
schedule
thanks
to
exceptional services to architecture and social services. In 1990, in his
our
early
start
each
70’s, he parachuted from 10,000 feet into the sea at Poole Harbour to
raise money for airborne charities on the 50th anniversary of Airborne day. We might go to
Forces and in 1998 he received an Honorary Doctorate of Civil Law from the Antietam battle
field in Maryland
Newcastle University.
His architectural contribution to Iceland over some 25 years would or Harpers Ferry in
result in that country’s highest honour: The Knight’s Cross of the West Virginia.
Icelandic Order of the Falcon* awarded , as fate would ordain, to one
21 May
whose family name derived from Falconer, and who proudly wore the
We slowly drove
Falcon crest on the cap badge of the 48th Highlanders of Canada. A
south going up the Shenandoah Valley stopping at a covered bridge,
coincidence perhaps but in all of this there was never any doubt that
the Cedar Creek Battlefield, Fisher Hill Battlefield and read numerous
Harry Faulkner-Brown** was destined to soar with the eagles.
signs about various
cavalry engagements.
There is now a system
Footnotes: * There is no abbreviation of post-nominal letters for
in Virginia called
this Order.
Civil War Trails that
** Harry Faulkner Brown was known in the Regiment as
marks anything and
Capt. (later Major) H.F. Brown MC. After his practice expanded on his
everything having to
return to the United Kingdom, he legally changed his name to Harry
do with the War. As Bill
Faulkner-Brown to avoid confusion with another architectural firm.
Robinson said to me
“You can’t swing a cat
For Further Reading: A Sapper at Arnhem - The Memoirs of Harry
in the south without hitting something to do with the civil war.”
Faulkner-Brown, R.N. Sigmond Publishing 2006
Back to New Market to see the local battlefield where the teenage
THE FALCON YEARBOOK 2016
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cadets from Virginia Military Institute took on
the might of the Union army in 1864 during
the campaign that saw the Valley reduced to a
burning rubble where in the words of the Union
General, “Even a Crow needed to carry his own
rations in order to cross the Valley”.
22 May

Left New Market at 0800 planning to drive
the historic Valley Pike to Harrisonburg,
Virginia to attend church. Arrived at 0900
only to find church did not start until 1000.
Continued the drive south along the old Pike
pausing at Civil War sites and markers and
arrived in Staunton for church. Guess what
their service was concluded. Toured the very
historic stone structure. Staunton is a fabulous
town that is well worth a repeat visit.
Continued south to Lexington and arrived
just in time for not just one service but two.
Attended the Catholic service and then went
to Grace Anglican where General Robert E.
Lee worshipped after the war when he was
the President of Washington University. The
church was renamed The Robert E. Lee
Memorial Church following his death and the
university was renamed Washington and Lee.

battlefield and start a final drive to the 26 May (in New Orleans)
Into St Louis King of France Basillica
Mississippi coast.
Cathedral for a self guided tour. This is the
oldest Catholic Church in the US. In front of
23 May
Up early as usual and off to see the the cathedral is the famous stature of Major
Chattanooga Choo Choo, This historic train is General Andrew Jackson (Old Hickory). Stature
housed in the old train station which is now was erected to the hero of New Orleans in the
a beautiful hotel. Yes it is sitting on track 29 1830s and during the Civil War, the Union
just as reported in the song. Many of the hotel general who captured the city MGen Benjamin
rooms are in berths in old passenger cars. This “Beast” Butler had the words “The Union Must
and Shall Be Preserved” carved into both sides
is a real land mark.
of the memorial.
2 8 May

Off next to the National War Cemetery
where there are hundreds of Civil War graves
including those of the Andrew’s raiders who
were executed by the Confederates for their
actions in the Great Train Chase. Watch the old
movie and you will understand more about the
chase. A miniature steam locomotive sits on a
memorial by their graves. This was erected in
1890 by the state of Ohio as all of the raiders
were from Ohio regiments. Off in a corner of
the cemetery a modern military funeral was
about to take place.

We crossed the border into Texas and were
given a Lone Star welcome at their welcome
centre. Very friendly staff.
First place to visit appropriately was the San
Jacinto Battlefield where General Sam Houston
beat the Mexican army in 1836 and established
the Republic of Texas. Beautiful large
monument on the battlefield was built in 1936
for the 100th anniversary of the battle. Nice
murals painted on the oil storage tanks.
Hundreds and hundreds of these tanks and
refineries all over the place.

Next off to see the USS Texas which was a
naval vessel the was commissioned in 1914 and
saw service in both world wars.

We walked the beautiful grounds of W & L
University and viewed the spot where Robert
E. Lee’s faithful horse Traveller was buried. We
also viewed Virginia Military Institute.

Up Lookout Mountain to view the Civil
War battlefields for the dramatic battle above
the clouds that saw Union forces seize this
formidable defensive position in November
1863.

We made the decision to drive to
Chattanooga, Tennessee so 8 hours later here
we are. We had southern fried chicken with
mashed potatoes and gravy for dinner - love the
way southern folk eat.
Tomorrow morning we plan to see the train
made famous in that old song “Chattanooga
Choo Choo” and view the Lookout Mountain

Exploring the Battlefields of America is
always a unique experience in expanding both
your historical and geographic awareness of
our great neighbour to the south.
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AFGHANISTAN TOUR:
TASK FORCE F1-10
By: Major Jason A. Morische

I

flight away.
When we packed ourselves into a C-130 in our flight to Afghanistan
we were still jetlagged, but passing over the mountains in Pakistan was
a sight I won’t forget. I will also not forget being told as we passed in to
Afghan airspace that we had to strap on our body armor and helmet.
Landing in the dust and heat of Kandahar Airfield (KAF) at 1100 hrs
that morning was everything that we were warned it would be. To say
that it’s a different world doesn’t capture just how alien the countryside,
with it grapefields, desert and mountains looked that first day.
During the course of the next two days we were given update
briefings, lessons on spotting IEDs based on recent events and current
SOPs. Our first night we were treated to a rocket
attack. Listening to newly arrived people running
for shelters while the members of the PPCLI
OMLT that we were replacing snoring through it
was a sign of changes to come.
On day three, we flew by Chinook to
Masum Ghar. Over the course of the next
week we conducted hand-over briefings and
familiarization patrols with the PPCLI team to
get to know our part of the war. We also met our
Afghan counterparts for the first time. They are a

t was a long time ago, or at least five years since my return home, but
feels like a lifetime ago looking back on my deployment to Afghanistan.
From late March until late November, 2010, I was deployed with the
Operational Mentor and Liaison Team (OMLT) with the 1 RCR Battle
Group (1 RCR BG) as part of Task Force (TF)F 1-10.
It was a life-changing experience and
opened my eyes to the seriousness of our
profession of arms as much as it did to how
privileged we are as Canadians to live in the
society we protect.
As a member of the OMLT, my job, and
that of other members of the organization
was, as the name states, to both train and
mentor the Afghan Army. My team was to
be sent to Forward Operating Bases (FOBs)
Masum Ghar and Sperwan Ghar in Panjwayii
District of Kandahar Province.
We would have to focus more on the task
of mentoring 2 Kandak (2nd Batallion) 1st
Brigade 205 Corps which was tasked with
security for the district. We were told from
the outset that although this wasn’t going
to be the same tactical situation as on TF
3-06 (many people remember OP MEDUSA),
there was still a very active Taliban presence
in the area of operations (AO) and that the
secure phase of the overall International
Stabilization and Assistance Force (ISAF)
operation in Kandahar was very much a
work in progress.
My tour actually started in late August
of 2009 with a lengthy pre-training schedule
Capt JA Morische - Cordon and Search operation
that took me first to Meaford, then Petawawa,
as well as the US Army training base in
different breed, who after fighting for five years
Hoenfels, Germany and eventually Ft. Irwin,
took a much more relaxed approach to fighting
California (anyone who has been to the last
and the world generally than we were prepared
two places mentioned will have more than a
for.
few colourful stories to tell about them).
With our weapons zeroed, and hand-over
As long as it felt some days, that precomplete we got down to work. We set about
training was a great experience at team
with Captain Joel Grineau (our S1/4 mentor) to
building, tactical and administrative
fix many of the supply and personnel problems
refinement as well as learning how to deal
that the Kandak still had. On one patrol Afghan
with my eventual task as a mentor to the Capt JA Morische - Op to provide humanitarian aid
soldiers showed up with chalk rounds for their
Afghan Army. I am certain that during the to an Afghan village
M203s because that was all they were told they
course of this training I personally fired
were entitled to. Getting firewood for them to cook
more live rounds, and called more live artillery and helicopter gunship with, and diesel for their trucks was a constant source of frustration.
missions than I had or will in my career.
Our medic MCpl Macaulay (a paramedic in his life at home) was
We knew that going ‘outside the wire’ in Afghanistan we would have tasked with addressing serious shortfalls in medical training and
to be at our best and prepared for anything, even if we only planned to supplies that shocked all of us. Through their hard work many of these
meet local leaders to discuss how we could assist them.
problems were remedied and in one catastrophic IED strike Afghan
When we flew from CFB Trenton and landed in Camp Mirage in soldiers were able to use their medical training to save some of the
Dubai I thought that I had landed in the most bizarre tropical resort. soldiers wounded that day.
At 0300 the humidity was over 80% and the temperature was still over
With a newly-formed 4th Company, I was tasked as the company
30 degrees Celcius. With lawn chairs and a movie playing against the commander’s mentor as started to formalize his patrolling schedule on
side of a building it was only the constant noise of transport planes and framework operations as well as to establish an intelligence-led program
drawing my weapons that reminded me what was waiting for me a short for night ambushes and cordon and search operations.
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On 03 May 10, PO2 Craig Blake (an RCN EOD specialist) was killed
by an IED and marked the first casualty of our tour. It was a hard day for
everyone on the operation, and was one of many that we would have to
endure.
On 06 May 10, during Operation OBEH SURKH we had our first taste
of combat. During a dismounted operation to clear a village to the south
of our FOB we started taking fire from several groups of insurgents
trying to delay us so that others could escape.
We learned a lot that day, if nothing else we saw that our drills and
training work to keep people alive and achieve our mission successfully.
During our AAR we also learned that we had a lot more to learn. After
every patrol, even the uneventful ones, we went back through everything
we did in detail to make sure that we would do things right any time we
went out on a mission.
Being in Panjwayii district during the Summer months, fighting
season when foreign fighters came to Afghanistan, made for dangerous
times. But there were also plenty of other moments. Even when we weren’t
patrolling or on a mission, we were training the Afghans or cleaning and
checking our kit.
I spent time with my JTAC team and HUMINT handlers building
intelligence for future operations. Then there were the reports and returns
that seemed to never end. During what down time we got most troops
chose to play Call of Duty on an Xbox we had hidden in an underground
bunker.
When we had the supplies we enjoyed a BBQ to enjoy something that
approached a home-cooked meal. But the operational tempo wasn’t an
easy job to keep up with, and the Canadian people got their money’s worth
out of us with the long hours that we put in for those many months.
Through the many operations, and the day-to-day work that we did
with the BG, I saw how, whether reservist or regular force, we all (for the
most part) worked hard and did our best to succeed in our mission. The
fighting wasn’t easy, and sometime dealing with Afghan soldiers or locals
tested even the most patient of us.
Despite that I don’t regret anything that I or my team did during our
deployment. By the time we handed over the Kandak to members from
the Van Doos (Royal 22nd Regt), they were confirmed to be able to fight
independently and showed progress in not just their own training and
administration but also in how they handled dealing with locals.
When we left Kandahar and boarded a plane to fly to Cyprus for
decompression all of us were different. Having left Afghanistan and a
little bit of ourselves behind I don’t think there’s been a day that’s gone by
that I haven’t thought about that time, what I did, or the people I worked
with.
Bringing all of our team home safely was something that we all take
pride in, just as we take pride in having done what we volunteered to do
so well.

Capt JA Morische - pause after TIC during CLEAR op
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HIGHLANDERS DEPLOYED OVERSEAS:

AFGHANISTAN AND
SOUTHWEST ASIA
ALBAN JH CPL 2008-2009
ALKEMA RA CAPT 2008-2009
BAILEY GE CAPT (REV) 2007
BEST AR CAPT 2007
BOSSI M CAPT 2003-2004
BRADBURY JN CPL 2010
BRADLEY KS CPL 2010
BROWN GA PTE 2006
BUZNY ME CPL 2008-2009
CHIN AB MCPL 2005
CHOI MH PTE 2010
CHOI VWF PTE 2010
CHUNG PPY CPL 2008-2009
DAVID J CPL 2008-2009
DIBAEI-IRANI M CPL*** 2004, 2004-2005, 2006, 2007-2008
DOMINIQUE SJ CPL 2008-2009
DOYLE AR SGT 2008-2009
FRANK BG CPL** 2005, 2008-2009
GREENE TA CPL 2005
HSIUNG JR LT 2010-2011
HUM JR CPL 2008-2009
IVENS ED CPL 2005
JASKIEWICZ JAN CPL 2008-2009
JEGANATHAN N CPL 2005
KHORRAMI SO CPL**** 2001-2002, 2004, 2004-2005,
KINKAID IR MCPL 2010
KOWALENKO KG CPL 2008-2009
KWOK BR WO** 2006, 2010
LAMIE FD CAPT 2011
MAI JA CPL 2011
MARGA I CPL 2007-2008,
MARGA O MCPL 2010
MARKOWSKI AR CPL 2006
MARTIN DA SGT 2006
MARTINIS P CAPT 2008-2009
MCEWEN JMC LCOL 2012
MCKAY KL CPL 2007-2008
MORISCHE JA CAPT 2010
OLIYNYKOV IP SGT** 2010, 2012
PANKATZ WO M 2010
PARK JW CPL 2010
PARK M MCPL** 2006, 2010
PATERSON ADC LCOL 2010
PETROVIC RV PTE 2004-2005
PRIMERANO MA CPL 2010
RONALDSON NW SGT** 2003-2004, 2004-2005
SHORTT RM CPL 2003-2004
THOMAS BC CPL 2010
TSUCHIYA D CAPT 2007
YOUNG AG BGEN 2006-2007
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SCARBOROUGH MAN FOLLOWED
STEPDAD’S FOOTSTEPS
ENLISTING IN CANADA’S ARMY
GORD HOLMES SAW POWER OF
HURRICANE HAZEL, HIS STEPDAD
WAS AT VIMY RIDGE
Oct. 31, 2016, Scarborough Mirror, By Mike Adler

Not every veteran’s story contains the horrors of war.
Gord Holmes of Scarborough is lucky that way. He signed up
wanting to go wherever Canada needed to send him, but during his
years in the army there was no fighting overseas.
His stepfather, Phillip Robert Brown, was less lucky.
A Canadian machine-gunner in the First World War who was sent
to Europe at age 16, Brown returned with a metal plate in his head
and scars on a torn-up shoulder.
Both men served in the same regiment, the 48th Highlanders of
Canada, but Brown never said much about the war.
“I pretty well know he would never have recommended anybody to
go through what he went through,” Holmes said last week.
“I know the first time I ever came home in my uniform, he cried.
I’ll never forget that.”
Holmes’ memories of the military are different.
He enjoyed the training he received so much, he said, he wishes
it was mandatory. “It teaches you discipline, it teaches you the social
graces, camaraderie, and responsibility.”
It was also a paying job. When Holmes was 17, he had a little
experience working in a grocery market, and didn’t want to end up “a
punk on the street.”
A lot of his friends had relatives in the army or navy, some of the
them in the Highlanders, where Brown said he’d served.
Holmes signed up in 1953. Once he got a taste of military life
in camps around Ontario – firing all sorts of weapons, riding in a
Sherman tank, blowing things up – he enjoyed it all.
There were still a lot of Second World War vets in the regiment, “a
really rowdy crew.” People called him Horizontal Holmes because he
could sleep anywhere.
Hurricane Hazel devastated Toronto in 1954, and Holmes was in a
photo on the front of the Toronto Star with two other young soldiers.
They were wearing their Glengarries (woolen cap) and rubber
boots, clearing debris from the Humber River Valley.
Holmes and his comrades sifted deep mud with long steel poles,
looking for bodies. “We didn’t find a lot of human remains, but we
found a lot of livestock - cows, horses, pigs.”
Twice, he trooped the regimental colours for Queen Elizabeth
II himself, once to open what is now Sunnybrook Health Sciences
Centre.
He became the sergeant of a mortar platoon. You could get hurt;
Holmes remembers a soldier whose face was blasted by a training
grenade.
They didn’t wear ear protection; firing those mortars and guns
damaged his hearing, but Canada’s Veterans Affairs supplies hearing
aids and batteries for life. “Sure enough, they looked after me.”
He never saw his stepfather in uniform. Brown had said he was
in the Highlanders, but what he wears in the only picture Holmes
THE FALCON YEARBOOK 2016

Canadian army veteran Gord Holmes displays a portrait on Monday of his
step-father Phillip Robert Brown. Brown served in the First World War
and told his stepson he was at the battles of the Somme and Vimy Ridge.
Holmes’ father was also a Canadian veteran.

has from that time suggests Brown was in another unit, the 70th
Battalion of the Canadian Expeditionary Force.
That infantry battalion was used to reinforce others in Europe
during 1916, so it’s possible Brown was assigned to the Highlanders
later on.
At the Beach, though, there was no mistaking the damage bullets
had done to Brown’s head and shoulder. He said he’d been at the
Battle of the Somme and Vimy Ridge, costly battles in which the 48th
Highlanders took part.
He also told Holmes he had survived a mustard gas attack.
Like his stepson, Brown was tall. He never went near a Royal
Canadian Legion branch. He was a good man, said Holmes.
His father, Norman Holmes, was also a Canadian veteran, and
served during the Second World War, but Holmes knows even less
about that.
“I was only three years old when he left,” he explained, adding by
the time his father returned, Holmes’ mother had met someone else,
his stepdad.
“So I didn’t have much to do with him.”
Holmes believes he was a private in the RCEME, the Royal
Canadian Electrical Mechanical Engineers, and may have worked to
ready vehicles to go overseas during the war. What’s certain is he’s
buried in the military section of Mount Pleasant Cemetery.
After he got out of the army in 1962, Holmes went into sales and
worked his way up to be general manager of Harold Schafer, the
company that brought Mr. Bubble to Canada.
He then spent 23 years as a Toronto police court officer, and is still
president of the Scarborough Seniors Slo-Pitch League.
Many army friends have passed away, but at age 79, Holmes
continues to help with the 48th Highlanders’ Continuing Sergeants
Association and its Old Comrades Association.
And on every Nov. 5, Holmes joins a ceremonial parade at Mount
Pleasant that ends with a moment of silence in the cemetery. “There’s
an old saying, ‘Once a Highlander, always a Highlander.’”
Mike Adler is a staff reporter for the Scarborough Mirror and
InsideToronto. He can be reached at MAdler@insidetoronto.com.
Follow him on Twitter or via the Scarborough Mirror Twitter feed.
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THE 48TH AT THE AMERICAN
LEAGUE CHAMPIONSHIP SERIES
PLAYOFFS GAME 3

A WORLD WAR II HIGHLANDER
VETERAN’S TRIBUTE
TO THE REGIMENT
NOTE: This is an unsolicited email received from Maj (Retd)
Bob Nuttall, aged 92, who is an esteemed WWII veteran of the 48th
Highlanders. He served in both the Italian Campaign and later in the
Korean War as part of the RCR.
The Falcon has featured Maj Nuttall in one of our past
issues of (Summer/Fall, 2014). He was also interviewed and
appeared in the video “That Dileas Spirit,” a documentary
about the Regiment’s participation in the Italian Campaign
1943-45 prepared for the Regiment’s 120th Anniversary in 2011.
Col. H.S. Pedwell CD
Officer Commanding
The 48th Highlanders of Canada
8/06/2016
Sir: I am Robert Hawker
Nuttall, a former serving officer
of your Regiment in WW11. I am
overwhelmed by the Regimental
team spirit and devotion to the
Regimental family displayed
by the outstanding editor and
staff members concerned with
the commendable measure of
Esprit de Corps established by
means of their undertakings
and publications, especially at
this historical period, The 125th
Anniversary. The result of such
effort is serving to maintain a
family awareness of belonging to the ranks of a proud and devoted
Regiment.
While I am privileged to recognize the attributes of all participants,
many of whom I do not know, may I respectfully mention the efforts
put forward on my behalf by Mr. Al Kowalenko, who discovered my
service to The Regiment and acted on behalf of The Falcon, etc.
to make it known. Such service by myself was not as wide and far
reaching as other Highlanders and ended by injuries at Apeldoorn,
Holland, followed by my service in Korea with THE RCR, ever mindful
of my first love, THE 48th.
The magnificent 48th efforts outlined above serve to build and
maintain a sense of Regimental Family love and pride. Because of
such efforts by our peers the strength of DILEAS GU BRATH can never
fail to be the mantelpiece for the support of Regimental devotion.

R.H. Nuttall
Conservatory Pond
1499 Stoneridge Dr.
Kingston ON
K7M 9H9
Toronto lost that night against Cleveland 4-2.
Otherwise WO Hanson, Sgt Leandro and Sgt Chin
trooped the colours for Canada and the USA that night.
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STORIES FROM REGIMENTAL HISTORY
LIEUTENANT COLONEL DONALD
ALEXANDER MACKENZIE
COMMANDING OFFICER OF
THE 1 ST BATTALION,
48 TH HIGHLANDERS OF
CANADA , 1944 -1945
By Major T.D. Wentzell

D

onald Alexander Mackenzie is perhaps one of the
best known commanders of the 48th Highlanders
of Canada. His portrait in the officer’s mess -- striking
for the windmill in the background to commemorate
his role in liberation of Holland and the black trim to
note his death in battle – is frequently pointed out to
guests.
More than 70 years after his death, we
remember him with the annual Mackenzie Shoot, a
friendly competition amongst the unit’s senior noncommissioned officers and officers, which concludes
with a spaghetti dinner as a nod to Mackenzie and
the unit’s service in Italy.
But who was Mackenzie? What
was it about his life and service that
earns him this special place in our
collective memory?

Canadian Infantry Division. This created a new impetus to get ready
for the “lightning war” taking place in Europe.
The 48th began training on new equipment, discarding their First
World War Lewis guns and taking on the modern Bren guns. The
deploying units also had to get used to driving and
maintaining trucks. Although not particularly
glamorous next to the use of tanks and aircraft, the
use of trucks and halftracks to quickly move soldiers
around rear areas was a marked change in the
nature of warfare since 1918.
Unlike today, few of the Highlanders had a
civilian driver’s license. Most soldiers had to be
taught how to drive from scratch. Mackenzie and
five other soldiers were sent to the Ford plant to learn
how to maintain and operate the trucks. Mackenzie
was the Battalion Transportation Officer when the
48th departed for England in December 1939.

The 48th Highlanders were among the few
Canadian soldiers to set foot on mainland Europe
in 1940. As France collapsed under the weight of
the German blitzkrieg, the 1st Canadian Infantry
Brigade (The Royal Canadian Regiment, the
Lieutenant Colonel Donald Alexander
Mackenzie, D.S.O.,D.S.C.
Hastings and Prince Edward Regiment, and the
48th Highlanders of Canada.
48th) was sent to Brest as part of what was meant
to be a broader effort to bolster
French morale and stop the German
advance.
The 48th sent an advance party
of 99 soldiers with all of the unit’s
vehicles. Mackenzie took their brand
Mackenzie was born in
new trucks to Brest and moved them
Kincardine on July 9, 1914, just
inland. The main body landed soon
weeks before the guns of August
after and moved inland on trains,
marked the beginning of the
but the brigade was operating
First World War. His family were
independently, without any real
relatively new arrivals to Canada,
plan or solid communication with a
but they had quickly established
higher headquarters. They turned
themselves through hard work.
the trains around three hundred
Mackenzie’s uncle, for instance,
kilometers inland. They had no
The Memorial Plaque for LCol Donald Mackenzie, in Wilp
was a stonemason who worked his
chance to confront the German army, nor
way up to being the second Prime Minister of Canada: Sir Alexander did they link up with their vehicles. Mackenzie and the drivers were
Mackenzie.
presumed dead or captured.
Young Mackenzie attended Ridley College in Saint Catharines
But Mackenzie and his troops made their way back to Brest on their
where he became active in the school’s cadet corps from which he own. Realizing that they could not load the vehicles onto the ships in
graduated as its commanding officer. He then studied at the Owen time, and they could not let them fall into the hands of the German
Sound Collegiate and Vocational Institute for a year and a half before army, Mackenzie drained the oil from the trucks and left them running.
moving to Toronto to begin a career as a banker at the Canadian Bank It was an inauspicious beginning to the war.
of Commerce (now the Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce).
Mackenzie was flagged as being an officer with exceptional
Mackenzie joined the 48th Highlanders in 1935. Training in these potential. With no combat operations in the unit’s immediate future,
days was not especially challenging. Defense budgets were small and he was sent away for professional development. He served as Bernard
many still believed that the First World War and been “the war to end Montgomery’s aide-de-camp, and then returned to Canada to complete
all wars.” But for Mackenzie and his peers, training hard and standing the abbreviated staff college at the Royal Military College of Canada.
ready for whatever challenges the country might face was an important After completing his studies, he was sent to Pacific Command as the
part of who they were. Mackenzie took his commission in 1938 and was General Staff Officer 2 (Operations) where he played a key role in
a platoon commander in Delta Company when Canada declared war on developing Canada’s defense plans against an anticipated invasion by
Germany on September 10, 1939.
Japan.
Although we now know that such an attack was unlikely, in the days
The 48th Highlanders mobilized rapidly, although they did not know after the Japanese attacks on Pearl Harbour, Hong Kong and Singapore,
where they were going or what they would be doing. On September 25, there was considerable fear that Japan would attempt to seize Canada’s
they learned that they would be sent to England with the rest of the 1st ports along the Pacific Coast, relying on the Rocky Mountains to provide
THE FALCON YEARBOOK 2016
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a shield against counterattacks
as they built up their forces. He
returned to England in 1943
where he briefly served as the
only Canadian instructor at the
Imperial Staff College.

the Low Countries. On March 24, 1945, the Allies crossed the Rhine
into Germany. Days later, the battle-hardened veterans of the Italian
campaign joined them in Belgium. Together, the two Corps of the
Canadian Army would liberate Holland in the spring. The 48th would
be a key part of Operation CANNONSHOT in April, the drive into
Apeldoorn.

In the meantime, the
48th Highlanders had gained
considerable experience in
combat. They landed in Sicily
in July 1943 with the rest of the
1st Canadian Infantry Division,
supported by the 1st Canadian
Army Tank Brigade. The 48th
quickly earned a reputation as
a courageous and efficient unit.
They landed in mainland Italy in
September and were soon joined
by the 5th Canadian (Armoured)
Division. The two corps and an independent brigade formed the 1st
Canadian Corps, the largest formation of Canadian troops in combat
since the First World War.

The opening moves of Operation CANNONSHOT on April 11 were
challenging. The 48th would have to cross the Ijssel River at the small
town of Wilp along a narrow frontage. Able and Baker Companies
would cross first. Once across, they would seize objectives on the WilpDeventer Road. Charlie and Delta Company would then push through
the forward companies to seize subsequent objectives.

Mackenzie rejoined the 48th in January 1944, taking over as
Lieutenant Colonel Ian Johnston’s second-in-command. Johnston
and Mackenzie made an outstanding team. While some commanders
kept their second-in-commands in the rear, Johnston sent Mackenzie
wherever he saw the greatest need for a trusted counterpart.
Mackenzie commanded the battalion scout party in the Liri Valley
on the advance to Rome, and controlled the battalion’s artillery support
when the unit breached the Hitler Line, stretching from Monte Cassino
to the sea. When Johnston was promoted to Brigadier to take command
of the 11th Canadian Infantry Brigade in the 5th Canadian Armoured
Division, he had complete confidence in Mackenzie’s ability to excel as
the commander of the 48th Highlanders of Canada.
The battalion moved back to the Adriatic coast to face a series of
German defences in depth. Mackenzie effectively commanded the
battalion in a series of fast paced attacks. His first battle as commander
was the crossing of the Metauro River. The battalion fought its way
north until it finally cracked the Gothic Line, the German army’s last
heavily prepared defensive line in Italy.
Mackenzie proved himself to be an effective commander throughout,
but it was the crossing of the Lamone River on December 10 where he
demonstrated his courage and flexibility as a commander. Despite
suffering from severe jaundice and the fact that the unit’s bridges
proved to be too short to span the flooded river, the battalion quickly
crossed the river in one company’s worth of assault boats.
Mackenzie had organized the bridgehead by sunrise and the
battalion held firm against determined German counterattacks.
The 48th seized their follow-on objectives over the following days.
By December 17, the 48th had taken 140 prisoners and killed or
wounded 154 enemy soldiers. The 48th lost 14 soldiers. Each death
was a tragedy, but casualties would have been much higher but for
Mackenzie’s leadership. He received the Distinguished Service Order
for his “absolute fearlessness and great cheerfulness.”
While the 48th and the rest of the 1st Canadian Corps clawed its
way up the boot of Italy, the 2nd Canadian Corps had been busy in
Northwestern Europe. Since D-Day on June 6, the 2nd Canadian
Corps had fought its way through northern France and was now into

When the battle commenced, Bravo Company secured their
objectives, but Able Company hit a
concerted defense and communications
were spotty. Mackenzie went forward
with his tactical headquarters to get a
better handle on the situation. Reaching
a squadron of 1st Hussars under fire
from the Germans, Mackenzie stayed in
the open to determine Able Company’s
location. A random shell, probing for
tanks, landed nearby, killing Mackenzie.
His second in command took over the
battle immediately and the 48th carried
on without pause. The United States
posthumously awarded Mackenzie the
Distinguished Service Cross for his
actions.
It is little wonder that Mackenzie is
one of the best known commanders of the
48th Highlanders of Canada. He served his country in war and peace,
a member of a small cadre who stood ready to defend Canada and its
interests in the opening days of the Second World War. He trained for
a hypothetical war at a time when defense budgets were at an all-time
low. He prepared for what might come because it was a part of who he
was, a soldier who put service before self.
When war came, Mackenzie went where he was needed, whether
it was a staff job, an observation post, or a scout party. He led from
the front in the battlefields
of Italy and Holland, showing
courage, determination, and
flexibility as a commander.
He stood as an example for
the Highlanders who knew
him and fought with him,
and he stands as an example
for the Highlanders of today.
(Note: the author is
preparing a lengthier version
of this article for submission
to a scholarly journal. Anyone
with useful documents
or firsthand experience
with LCol DA Mackenzie is
invited to contact him at
tylerwentzell@gmail.com.)
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Grave Marker for Donald Alexander
Mackenzie. Holten Canadian War Cemetery,
Netherlands
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REMEMBERING THE REGIMENT’S
PART IN THE CREATION OF
NATO’S 27TH CANADIAN
INFANTRY BRIGADE
Note: This article was developed, by Assistant Editor
Al Kowalenko, using text and information from Former
HCol Geordie Beal’s Regimental History “Family of Volunteers.”

T

he 27th Canadian Infantry Brigade Group (27 CIBG), a significant
part of Canada’s first major NATO military commitment in 1951,
consisted of 6,670 troops, including three battalions of infantry, one
of which was formed from the five reserve Highland regiments across
the country, including the 48th. Each of them was tasked to raise a
company for the 1st Canadian Highland Battalion (CHB). Forty-five
men of the 48th signed up for B Coy, 1 CHB.
The establishment of the Brigade and of 1 CHB was a result of
the global Cold War politics of the late 1940s and early 1950s that
saw the outbreak of the Korean War and the perceived need to stem
Communist aggression in both Asia and Europe.
Deployment was rapid. “On 01 December 1951, the Battalion
embarked at Quebec City and for the third time in the 20th century
Canadian troops departed for Europe.”
“With them were six officers and a full company of men plus two
pipers and two drummers, all proudly wearing the uniform of the
48th Highlanders. In West Germany, most would serve in Bravo
Company, others in defense and employment platoon at Brigade, and
one officer at each of Battalion and Brigade headquarters.”
The Brigade was posted first near Hanover, then at Soest, and
finally at Lahr. It also provided contingents for the coronation of
Queen Elizabeth II in June, 1953.
To back up 1CHB, Canada also raised a 2nd Canadian Highland
Battalion to serve on the home front and provide replacements for the
brigade in West Germany, as required. The 2nd CHB was eventually
stationed at Camp Aldershot in Nova Scotia.
For the two battalions, the 48th provided a total of 203 men and
nine officers, most of whom served in Bravo Company, West Germany.
The role played by members of our 1951 Active Battalion in the
creation of 27 CIBG was a fine example of our Regiment responding
proactively and swiftly to an important NATO request in the postWWII period.
As a follow-up to the Regiment’s 1951 NATO deployment, several
future members of the 48th, including prominent officers and NCOs,
also served on short-term training assignments in West Germany
during the next three decades of the Cold War.

Arrival in Germany

Riding

CSM Stan Clarke

NOTE: A full list of 48th Highlanders who deployed to the 27th
Canadian Infantry Brigade in West Germany was included in the
Regiment’s 125th Anniversary Gala program in 2016 and is reprinted
with this article.
Carrier - Munsterlager
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Having a brew
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B Coy - (48th Highlanders)

Officers and NCOs

Changing the Guard - Chatham Barracks

Cpl D W Fletcher
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HIGHLANDERS DEPLOYED OVERSEAS:

GERMANY
1ST CANADIAN HIGHLAND BATTALION • 1951-1953
ADAM G PTE
ANDERSON JF PTE
ARMITAGE HC PTE
ARMSTRONG GH SGT
ATKINSON AW PTE
AUCOIN G PTE
BAIRD JH WOII
BAIRD JP PTE
BAILEY GW PTE
BAILEY WR PTE
BARKER DM PTE
BASQUE S PTE
BLANEY PK PTE
BLOOR WE PTE
BONEAR GT PTE
BOWEN CJ PTE
BRADBROOKE CHB PTE
BRANN TA PTE
BREEN JA PTE
BRIDGEWATER D PTE
BRIGHT RI PTE
BROWN RH PTE
BRYAN J PTE
BAXTER CG L/CPL
BLAIN HRL CPL
BRIGGS CD L/CPL
BROWN WC L/CPL
BURTON JA L/CPL
CAHOON CB PTE
CAIN RD PTE
CALDWELL WE PTE
CAMPBELL LM PTE
CANE R PTE
CARROLL RO PTE
CARTER TF PTE
CHARLTON D PTE
CHIASSON J PTE
CHIPMAN TB 2nd LIEUT
CHOPP B PTE
CLARKE D PTE
CLARKE JF PTE
CLARKE KP PTE
CLARKE SAC WOII
CLEVELAND CW PTE
COHEN L PTE
COOPER D PTE
CROZIER JHJ PTE
CONNELL KA CPL
CONNELLY DC CPL
CRONE WJ SGT
DALESSANDRO AJ PTE
DAVIDSON GH PTE
DAVIDSON M PTE
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DELL S PTE
DREYER PJ PTE
EBY ON PTE
ELGIE IW PTE
FARQUHAR WS SGT
FILLION LN PTE
FITZPATRICK CE PTE
FLETCHER DM CPL
FLETCHER HE PTE
FORBES RH PTE
FORBES WF L/CPL
FURLOTTE DJ PTE
GALBRAITH JF PTE
GALLANT JJ PTE
GALLANT WJ PTE
GARDINER RW PTE
GARNETT RD L/CPL
GARRETT JG PTE
GORDON JA PTE
GOUGEON AW PTE
GRANGER JS SGT
HANNA A PTE
HARVEY A PTE
HENRY A PTE
HOGG JGF L/CPL
HOLLAND DJ PTE
HOLLIDAY TF L/CPL
HOSEK M PTE
HOUGH RK L/CPL
HOWARD JJ PTE
HUCKSTEP G PTE
HUNT FK PTE
IRVING MS PTE
ISABELLE RJ PTE
JACKSON NG PTE
JOHNSON JE SGT
JOHNSON SA CPL
JOHNSON WA PTE
JOHNSTONE PC CPL
KEECH JN PTE
KELEHER A PTE
KING WE PTE
KINGSMORE N PTE
LAMB S PTE
LANDRY WP PTE
LANE DA PTE
LAPIERRE MA PTE
LANSDELL SF S/SGT
LEE KA SGT
LEE K CPL
LIMBEER WJ CPL
LLOYD WJ PTE
LUSCOMB WJ PTE

LUTTRELL KR CPL
MACKENZIE CPL AR
MACDOUGALL SM PTE
MACKAY WH PTE
MACPHERSON GC PTE
MCAFEE N SGT
MCCANN LJ CPL
MCARTHUR GB PTE
MCCOURT L PTE
MCDERMOTT S PTE
MCDIARMID SJ PTE
MCGARRY TC PTE
MCILROY JH PTE
MCKENZIE RJ PTE
MCKEOWN RN PTE
MCKINNON RA PTE
MCLEAN JE PTE
MCLEAN W PTE
MANSHIP DE PTE
MARTIN FH PTE
MARTIN RL PTE
MARANDA JAJ PTE
MARR H PTE
MILLER A PTE
MOORE P CAPT
MURPHY IJ PTE
NANCE JA PTE
NODWELL R PTE
O’BRIAN LS LIEUT
O’PREY SJ PTE
OSBORNE FR PTE
OSBORNE HD PTE
OUDERKIRK W PTE
OWEN RA 2ndLIEUT
PARKS J PTE
PAYNE LHC MAJ
PERRY GR PTE
PHILLIPS WL PTE
PINCOE WA CAPT
PREVOST RG PTE
PRIMEAU CTJ PTE
RADFORD JT PTE
REEKIE DE SGT
REID GM CPL
ROBERTS GR PTE
ROBBINS EG PTE
ROCKWELL GW PTE
ROOT W PTE
ROGERS GV SGT
SHELSON W PTE
SHILLINGTON JL CPL
SHORTT BM PTE
SKELLERN J LIEUT
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SINCLAIR DL LIEUT
SMITH CG L/CPL
SMITH J PTE
SMITH LV PTE
SPENCE R CPL
SPRY FC PTE
SPRY JA PTE
STARK VR CPL
STEAD DF PTE
STENHOUSE GR PTE
STEVENSON RD PTE
STEVENSON WH CPL
STEWART DE PTE
STOKES HN PTE
SUTHERLAND JM SGT
SYMINGTON RF PTE
SYPULSKI F PTE
TAYLOR RF CPL
TAYLOR RH PTE
THOMAS DH PTE
THOMHILL GT PTE
THOMPSON RH PTE
THOMPSON WW PTE
THOMPSON DM SGT
TILLER AH PTE
TITUS WE PTE
TOEMIE RM PTE
TORRIE M PTE
TOWNLEY WP PTE
TREBLE ME PTE
TYE MA PTE
VATERS GA PTE
VAUGHAN JW PTE
WALSH JC PTE
WALTON LF PTE
WARD AL L/CPL
WARE WT LIEUT
WARNER RW PTE
WATERFIELD RG PTE
WATERFIELD RP PTE
WATSON CM PTE
WEEDON JO L/CPL
WHITE CG PTE
WHITEHEAD JC CPL
WHITING M PTE
WILKINSON JH PTE
WILLIAMS RE PTE
WILLIAMSON IC PTE
WILKINS RE PTE
WOOD D SGT
WOODCOCK WWC PTE
WRIGHT RLT CPL
WYLIE J PTE

STORIES FROM REGIMENTAL HISTORY
WO (RETD) ROBERT TAYLOR:
A 27 BRIGADE ORIGINAL
By: Sgt (Retd) Al Kowalenko, OCA Life Member

I

n late 1951, Canada raised the 27th Canadian Infantry
Brigade Group (27CIBG) for NATO service in West
Germany. One of our prominent 48th pipers, WO (Retd)
Robert “Bobby” Taylor, was there representing the
Regiment for this groundbreaking Cold War assignment.
During 2016, on the 65th anniversary of his 27CIBG
service in West Germany, Bobby commented: “We were
stationed in Hanover in case the Russians came across
into Germany. We were there to hold the Russians back
and I think we would have been able to hold them off.”
In 1951, the then Pte (later Cpl) Taylor was just
22, and served in a 27th Brigade Rifle Company as an
infantryman, in addition to his regular piper’s duties.

Cpl Robert Taylor - on the ship to Europe

He noted: “We were in nice barracks, certainly better
than the huts we had in Canada at CFB Borden. There
was a pub across the road from the entrance to our
camp and we mixed easily with the German people.
The Germans were not our enemy, it was the Russians.”
Of his military tasking, Bobby added: “We trained
all the time and were very busy learning how to be
good soldiers. The Germans treated us very well
and were happy that the Canadians were there. We
became the first line of defense if the Russians made
an advance into West Germany. Fortunately, nothing
broke and the Russians did not advance. I served with
a great bunch of men, all volunteers. We enjoyed being
in West Germany as part of NATO and I felt it was not a
mistake to go overseas.”
After two years of overseas service, which included
attending the Royal Tournament and the Edinburgh
Tattoo with the 48th Pipe Band, Bobby returned
to Canada and resumed his job with the Federal
Government.
In total, he served with the 48th Highlanders from
1947-2009, including a stint, in the late 1960s, as CQMS
of Echo Company, the Active Battalion contribution to
the then, newly formed, Mobile Command Reserve, in
the late 1960s.
Bobby retired from the 48th Pipe Band in 2009, at
the age of 80 after 62 years of dedicated service to both
Canada and his Regiment.
The Falcon acknowledges and appreciates the assistance of
Jennifer Taylor, daughter of WO Taylor, who provided quotations
and information for the preparation of this article.

Bobby wearing his decorations including the GSM for service in 27 Bde
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directions with 48th Highlanders joining the
RCR in order to serve in the Korean War, and
other Highlanders departing for Germany as a
part of the advance party for the 1sth Canadian
Highland Battalion.
Since then, Highlanders would serve many
anniversaries and deployments as part of the
UN and NATO, in places like Somalia, Cyprus,
By: Sgt Kyle Kowalenko
and the former Yugoslavia.
More recently while helping
RSM, CO, Honorary Colonel,
earn the units 50th Battle
Honorary Lt Colonel, PMC,
Honor, 9 Highlanders would
Honored Guests, Highlanders:
spend the 117 anniversary in
Kandahar. And last year the
Just a day short of 125
PMC spent the 124th in support
years ago, Toronto’s Scottish
of the mission against ISIS in
Community, longing to serve
Kuwait.
Queen and Country, and
While these anniversaries
celebrate their ancestry, formed
and the 50 Battle honors, more
the 48th Battalion Highlanders.
than any non-amalgamated
This Battalion, now known
regiment, play a huge part of
as the 48th Highlanders of
what defines us as a unit, 125
Canada, would use 6 months to
years on and off the battle field
recruit, parade and train, and
does not happen successfully
with the help of the Queen’s
without a strong core taking
Own Rifles, and the 10th
care of the many aspects of
Royal Grenadiers, in April 1892
the Regiment and ensuring its
would Parade in Front of over
continuity. Much of this core
50,000 people as the unit was
can be found at the NCO level.
first introduced to the city of
This strength can be seen in
Toronto.
the time spent away from friends
Since then the unit
and family, as members of this
ha s
celebr ated
m a ny
Mess work hard to care for their
notable anniversaries and
soldiers and provide training, all
achievements, often at great
while making what often works
cost.
out to be less than minimum
The 8th Anniversary of
wage. This is also seen in the
the Regiment would see the
retired volunteers who run the
start of the Boer War, and with
the Toronto Company of the Sgt Kyle Kowalenko in Afghanistan Regimental clothing stores, The
Falcon, the Museum, the OCA,
Canadian contingent having
more Highlanders willing to deploy then places and the Continuing Sergeants, making sure the
in the company, many would travel to other legacy of the 48th Highlanders continues and
jurisdictions to try and find places in other our stories told.
This strength is further seen in the care
companies.
The 25th Anniversary of the Regiment the units members provide for each other,
would see the 48th Highlanders as part of the whether its greeting members coming home
Canadian contingent at the Somme, where from deployment at the airport, sports teams,
Canadian soldiers would crash through birthday parties, or the camaraderie of the
German lines that had stalled French and Mess, or whatever else that brings members
back from far of places for dinner’s like this.
British advances since July of 1916.
The 52nd Anniversary would have seen the
We are only strong, and we’ve only existed
48th in Italy, already with 3 months into the war
with success in Sicily, and still 8 months shy of for 125 years because we chose to care enough
D-Day in Normandy. The unit would have been to be here and spend time with each other.......
with the Hasty P’s and RCR, fighting German and chose to be Highlanders.
As the time moves closer to Oct 16th, and 125
Paratroopers near Campobasso, and pushing
the Nazi’s up the Italian Boot. This month of years of the 48th Highlanders, 125 of service to
the 52nd Anniversary would cost the lives of 26 Canada, of comradeship, of great victories, and
Highlanders......So much for Lady Astor’s sunny of sacrifice and loss I would like to ask everyone
to please rise and join with me in a toast;
Italy.
To the Regiment!
The 60th Anniversary of the Regiment would
have seen members pulled in two difference

A TOAST TO THE
REGIMENT
WO AND SGTS
DINNER 15 OCT 2016
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THE YEAR 2016 MARKED
THE IOOTH ANNIVERSARY OF
TWO SIGNIFICANT WORLD WAR I
REGIMENTAL BATTLE HONOURS

The Mt Sorrel Monument

15th BN Project Member Simon Godley
speaking at the 100th Memorial
of the Battle of Mount Sorrel

The 15th BN Monument in Courcelette
honouring the our fallen at
the Battle of Theipval Ridge

STORIES FROM REGIMENTAL HISTORY
15TH BATTALION
VIMY CROSS RETURNS
TO VIMY FOR CENTENARY
BGen G Young (Retd) 15th Battalion CEF Memorial Project

A

pril 10th: The Battalion spent the day cleaning up its area and burying
any dead. A Battalion
cemetery was established along the ArrasLens road. LtCol Bent - War Diary 15th Battalion
In late 1915 while in the line near Hill 63 in the Ploegsteert, Belgium,
the 15th Battalion adopted a celtic style cross to be used for the grave
markers of its Fallen in those circumstances where such markers could
be erected. The celtic pattern adopted is understandable considering
the battalion’s lineage to the 48th Highlanders and that Regiment’s
strong Scots identity. However, the celtic cross was not unique to the
15th Battalion as numerous other CEF units used the same pattern to
mark their Fallen and many period photographs exist showing this style
of cross being used in cemeteries and other locations where Canadian
dead were buried. The first recorded known use of the cross by the 15th
Battalion is found at the largest of the rear area cemeteries which was
Lijssenthoek Military Cemetery near Poperinghe, Belgium. Research
uncovered period photographs of the grave markers of Lt Col William R.
Marshall DSO (Commanding Officer of the 15th Bn) and Capt Edward S.
Botterell both KIA in May-Jun 1916 near Hill 60, Belgium.

1st Btln cross April 1917

LtCol WRE Marshall

Capt ES Botterell

some of the most impressive carvings were left by men of the 15th Bn
and these have been reproduced by CANADIGM and will form part of
their exhibit at Vimy 2017. Since 2012, CANADIGM, The Durand Group
and the 15th Battalion Memorial Project have worked collaboratively on
all the inscriptions and carvings that relate to the 15th Battalion. The
tunnel and its contents have been the subject of several well-known
WW1 documentaries and joint exhibits have taken place in Mississauga,
Montreal, Fredericton and the War Museum in Ottawa. During 2017, joint
exhibits are also scheduled for the Canadian Embassy in Washington
DC, Canada House in London and the new Vimy Education & Visitor
Centre in France.
On 9 April 1917, the 15th Battalion was in the first wave of the assault
against Vimy ridge on the right flank of the Canadian Corp’s line south
of Neuville St Vaast. They approached the start line through the Douai
subway and their line of advance was east across the flat land towards
the Nine Elms south of Thelus. Between 9 -12 April the 15th Battalion
suffered 90 men KIA with another 175 wounded, several of whom died
later of their wounds. In preparation for the assault, units were assigned
specific locations for the collection and burial of their dead. A majority of
15th Battalion men who fell during the attack were buried at locations
coded as CA35 and CA39 (C=Canadian; A=1st Division) with 23 in the
former and 39 in the latter. CA35 was located close the exit location of
the Douai subway while CA39 was located close to the main Arras road
where the Battalion ended its advance.

Location of collection and burial sites 1st and 2nd Divisions April 1917

On the evening of 11-12 April, the Battalion
erected a large regimental celtic cross made by
the unit’s carpenter at CA35 and the cross bore
the names of all men known to have been KIA by
that date.

The next appearance of the cross in the
historical record is March 1917 while elements
of the 3rd Infantry Brigade, including the 15th
Battalion, were sheltering in the maison blanche
tunnels near Vimy in preparation for the coming
assault against Vimy ridge in April. While there,
men left numerous carvings and inscriptions on
the tunnel walls. One such carving was made in
memory of three 15th Bn men, Ptes J. McPhail,
T. Milliken and J. McKague, who had been KIA
on March 12th and it clearly depicts the 15th
Battalion’s cross.
This tunnel complex is well preserved, but not
accessible to the general public; however, in 2012,
the 15th Battalion Memorial Project Team was
allowed entrance to the tunnels by The Durand
Group. The Canadian Historical Documentation
and Digital Imaging Group (CANADIGM) has done
extensive work in maison blanche and digitally
scanned its inscriptions and carvings. Arguably

“Already the entire area of the Battalion’s
advance had been combed by stretcher and
burial parties. Shortly the Battalion’s dead – they
numbered at this time more
than 60 – were
lying beside the Lens-Arras Road awaiting burial in
the new cemetery, and soon a regimental cross was
erected at the head of the 15th Battalion’s graves.
Only those men who died at the dressing stations
were not buried there. Kim Beattie: Dileas

15th Bn cross maison blanche Mar 1917
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15th Battalion cross CA35 April 1917

Beattie’s text suggested that the location at which the cross was
erected was CA39, also then known as the Arras Road Cemetery.
However, detailed research established that this burial site was almost
destroyed, in subsequent fighting, with all its graves being so badly
damaged that it would have been impossible that a large battalion
size cross would have survived. More detailed research into archives
revealed that, although CA39 contained more 15th Bn graves (39)
than CA35 (23), only CA35 is referred to as a ‘regimental cemetery’
containing only 15th Bn graves, while CA39 contained the graves of men
from a number of 1st Division units. It seemed logical that the location
of CA35 being further in the rear than CA39 was the location where the
battalion carpenter could work in relative safety and the bodies of only
15th Bn men KIA in the opening phase of the assault could be gathered
for burial. Also, as CA35 and all its graves survived the war intact, it
seems that the battalion cross survived in that location unscathed.

those men are commemorated in a Special memorial at the front of the
cemetery known as the Arras Road Memorial. The men exhumed from
CA35 and other battlefield locations are buried under headstones in the
cemetery proper.

Following the 1918 Armistice, the graves at both CA35 and CA39
were exhumed, collected and reburied in Nine Elms Cemetery – located
between CA35 and CA39 along the Arras Road. Research uncovered a
period French photographic postcard and an IWM photograph of the new
Nine Elms Cemetery before the standardized CWGC stone headstones
were installed and while the relocated wartime grave markers from
CA35 and CA39 were still in position. Both clearly show that the 15th
Battalion’s Vimy cross (large cross second from left foreground) had
also been relocated to that cemetery along with the twenty three (23)
exhumed remains from CA35 and the thirty-nine (39) from CA39.

Nine Elms Cemetery, Thelus

Arras Road Special Memorial for men
“Known to have been buried there”

Subsequently between 1919 and 1923, the CWGC reconstructed Nine
Elms Cemetery into the permanent pattern seen there today and all the
wartime grave and memorial crosses were removed. Because CA39 had
been heavily damaged in fighting after April 1917, most of the remains
exhumed from that located could either not be found or identified. So
THE FALCON YEARBOOK 2016
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Headstones for men exhumed from CA39 in the Special Arras Road Memorial

STORIES FROM REGIMENTAL HISTORY
Although research into the historical and photographic record has
failed to yield information on the use of the cross after Vimy, in 1918 units
of the 3rd Infantry Brigade of the 1st Canadian Division were requested
to submit their proposals for headstone designs that would eventually
be used after the war to mark their battalion’s graves. Of course this
initiative was somewhat premature as subsequently the IWGC and then
the CWGC took responsibility for all Commonwealth war graves and
introduced the standardized headstones seen in their cemeteries today
and Canada adopted the Maple Leaf to be used on all headstones of
its Fallen. However, it is interesting to note that documents reveal the
design submitted by the 15th Battalion (48th Highlanders) incorporated
its celtic cross. The cross was also used in private memorials back in
Canada for Fallen of the 15th Battalion.

When the Armoury was demolished in 1963, the Vimy cross was moved
to the regimental museum which was co-located in the 48th Highlanders
of Canada Old Comrades Club and remained there on display. When the
museum and club changed locations several times after that, the cross
remained with the museum exhibits. The Regimental museum moved to
its current location at St Andrew’s Church on Simcoe Street in Toronto
in 1997 and the Vimy cross has been on permanent display there ever
since.

Old Comrades Club/Museum

Headstone design submitted by
15th Battalion 1918

Memorial to Lt FM Gibson
KIA Aug 1915, Hamilton Cemetery

Although my research has not uncovered the precise ‘how’ of the
process, documents show that in 1923 the 48th Highlanders of Canada
acquired the 15th Battalion’s Vimy cross from the CWGC and brought it
home to the unit’s Armoury in Toronto. The cross was installed on the wall
above the main parade square and unveiled in a ceremony on 30 Oct 1925.

St Andrew’s Church

The Vimy cross was not unique to the 15th Battalion as following
Vimy, a number of Canadian battalions and formations erected memorial
crosses to commemorate their Fallen members and placed them in the
burial locations which had been assigned to their units. Today however,
only a handful of these crosses have survived. Along with the cross
of the 15th, crosses erected by the 16th Bn (Canadian Scottish), 72nd
Battalion (Seaforth Highlanders), 21st Battalion (PWOR) and the 22nd
Battalion (R22R) have also survived.
Which brings us to the topic of the 15th Battalion’s cross and the
historic journey it will make in Jan 2017.
When I proposed to VAC officials at Vimy France that they consider
bringing the CANDIGM exhibit to the new Vimy Visitor Centre for the
centenary, I proposed that they also consider bringing an original unit
Vimy cross back as well. The souterraine artifacts would make the prebattle connection to Vimy and the men who fought there and a Vimy
cross would make the post battle connection to the men who fell there. I
suggested that if approval could be attained from Regimental authorities
that the 15th Battalion’s cross would make an excellent exhibit at Vimy
in the new centre. VAC authorities agreed and once the support of our
Museum Director, Geordie Beal, as well as the Regimental Senate and
Trust was attained the plan to proceed was finalized.
Following packing by VAC accredited conservators, the cross will be
transported to Vimy, France in Jan 2017 and be placed in the new Visitor
Centre co-located with the CANADIGM souterraine exhibit. It will be a
focal point for the official opening on 9 April 2017 and remain on display
until December when it will be returned to our regimental museum and
be replaced by an exact reproduction. The cross will be returning to
its ‘birthplace’ and a treasured piece of Regimental history will be on
display for the many thousands of visitors to view during the centenary
of Vimy .

1923 Program for the Cross Unveiling

The Armoury – University Street,
Toronto 1923
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Author’s Update:
This is an update on the project to return the Vimy Cross to France
for the 2017 Centenary.
A recent proposal to CBC to have the story of the cross and its journey
back to Vimy filmed as part of their Vimy Centenary media coverage was
accepted. The first step in that journey took place at the Regimental
museum on February 7, 2017, when CBC spent four hours filming the
preparation of the cross for shipping.
Joining us for this event were the families of three 15th Battalion men
who were KIA at Vimy and whose names are written on the Battalion’s
cross. They agreed to travel in from their homes across Ontario and
be interviewed as part of the morning’s filming. They provided a very
significant human interest component of the story as they recounted
their memories and showed artifacts and letters connected to their
relatives.

The Vimy cross being crated for its journey
back to France. 7 Feb 2017

Air Canada Cargo escorts the cross for its flight to France at
Toronto International Airport 13 Feb 2017

On arrival in Vimy on the February 15, CBC London and 15th
Battalion Project Team members were on hand to welcome and film the
unpacking of the cross by VAC conservators at the new Vimy Centre.

BGen Greg Young with family members of 15th Bn men whose
names appear on the Vimy cross, 7 Feb 2017.jpg

The conservator accredited packers constructed an elaborate crate to
protect the cross during transportation and this entire process was also
filmed as part of the story. At the same time, Ian MacDonald, our Project
photographer, was on hand to capture the event and his photographs
were passed on to CBC London to be included in the media coverage. In
addition, Museum Director Geordie Beal provided museum input and I
added the historical background on the cross’s origins and its return to
Canada and background on this cross project.
The crate was sealed and everyone present took part in a small
farewell ceremony placing fifty-seven poppies (one for each man named
on the cross) around the cross before it was sealed up. The museum was
very much alive that morning and everyone who was there expressed
how much they had enjoyed themselves and recounted how much it
meant to them to take part.
The Vimy cross being crated for its journey back to France. 7 Feb 2017
The cross was also filmed at Pearson International Airport on
Monday February 13 as it was loaded on to an Air Canada Cargo flight to
cross the Atlantic.
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15th Battalion Project Team Simon Godly and Vimy VAC staff
view the cross after its arrival at Vimy. 15 Feb 2017.

STORIES FROM REGIMENTAL HISTORY
The next day the Cross was transported to the precise location on
the ground where it had been originally erected on 11 April 1917 over the
graves of 23 of the Battalion’s Fallen.

FINDING THE FALLEN
BGen G Young (Retd) 15th Battalion CEF memorial Project

“I once was lost but now I’m found”

O

15th Battalion’s Vimy cross at the site of CA35 where
it was originally erected in April 1917.

It was filmed and photographed there before being taken to the
nearby Nine Elms Cemetery for more coverage in that location where
the cross (and graves) were moved to following the Armistice. The cross
was then returned to the Visitor Centre and placed into the display which
will be officially open on April 8th - all this will also be filmed by CBC.
The CBC crew will also be taken on the ground to walk the full route
of the 15th Battalion’s advance from Bois des Alleux-Maison BlancheThe Douai subway-CA35-Nine Elms-CA39. Lastly, CBC London will take
film footage of all this to Belfast and interview another 15th Battalion
member’s relative and then the total package will be edited for use by
CBC for its main Vimy Centenary coverage.

f the 56,638 fatal casualties suffered by the C.E.F. during the Great
War, 18.268 remain to this day as Unknowns – meaning their remains
were never recovered or recovered but never identified. Those men have
no known graves. Those lost in France (11.285) are commemorated on the
Vimy Memorial while those lost in Belgium (6983) are commemorated on
the Menin Gate. The 15th Battalion (48th Highlanders) suffered 1467
fatal casualties all ranks of which 461 have no known resting places: 255
in Belgium and 202 in France.

On 3 June 1916 the 15th Battalion was involved in a night
counterattack against Observatory Ridge in the early stages of the
battle for Mount Sorrel. The battalion reached the top of the ridge before
being forced back down under the slope by ferocious German machine
gun and artillery fire. Although they had successfully closed the gap
in the Canadian line created by the initial German assault, casualties
were very heavy. A number of the dead were buried in the rear near the
battalion’s start line in a small roadside cemetery called Valley Cottages.
SPECIAL CORRECTION NOTE
This cemetery was damaged by later fighting and following the armistice
during the exhumation and collection of remains, those remains that
The Falcon has been asked to make all Highlanders, who own a copy were recovered (both identified and not identified) were moved and
of the 1991 Regimental History “THE SPIRIT OF THE REGIMENT,” aware reburied in several CWGC cemeteries such as Railway Dugouts and
of a significant correction to an error in the text accompanying a photo, Oosttaverne Wood Cemeteries.
located on page 84 of that book, displaying a key
part of the march past during our 1963 Trooping
Extensive research of CWGC Concentration of Graves (Exhumation
of the Colours Parade. The error in question
and Reburials) and Graves registration report Forms from that period
involves the name of the Inspecting Officer.
by BGen Greg Young and members of the Canadian Expeditionary Force
Study Group identified that a number of remains of 15th Battalion men
The correct version of this text should in fact
may had been misidentified by the post war exhumation parties. The
read:
remains, recorded as being from the 48th Battalion Canadian Infantry,
had been identified from buttons, kilts and badges found with the remains
“48th Colour Escort and Queen’s Colour
during exhumation. There was indeed a 48th Battalion kilted battalion
as they salute Inspecting Officer Gen Sir
from BC however research soon established that it had never been in
Neil Ritchie GBE, KCB, DSO, KStJ at CNE
Belgium or France as the unit had been re-roled and re-designated the
3rd Pioneer Battalion in Jan 1916 – so the remains could not have been
Stadium, Toronto, May 1963 during slow

march past.”
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those of 48th Bn men. Because the badges and buttons worn by the 15th
Bn were essentially regimental insignia of the 48th Highlanders, the
remains from Valley Cottages had understandably been misinterpreted
by the exhumation parties and for almost 100 years 15th Bn Fallen had
been resting in Oosttaverne Wood Cemetery under headstones inscribed
Unknown Soldier of the 48th Battalion Canadian Infantry.
This evidence, along with the supporting period documents,
formed a submission for correction that was presented to the CWGC in
Maidenhead, UK. As the CWGC does not make changes to headstones
without thorough review and factual evidence that conclusively
establishes that an error had been made, we were resigned to the
probability that a decision would not be forthcoming quickly. Thus we
were pleasantly surprised when the CWGC notified me shortly after
receiving the submission, that they had accepted the facts as presented
and within one week the headstones in Oosttaverne Wood Cemetery
had been re-engraved to read Unknown Soldier of the 15th Battalion
Canadian Infantry. Even though only a small handful of 15th Bn men
were buried at Valley Cottages Cemetery during the battle for Mount
Sorrel, we may never be able to put specific names on their headstones.
However, finally they now lie together correctly identified as members of
the Battalion in which they served when they fell in action.

“They are not lost, they are here.”
Field Marshall Lord Plummer 1927
Oosttaverne Wood Cemetery after

Author’s note: As a result of this work with the Oosttaverne Wood
reburials, I subsequently commenced a thorough examination of
CWGC records for all burials in Europe and Belgium where remains
had been identified as 48th Battalion to establish whether or not such
errors occurred in other exhumations and reburials. The CWGC kindly
provided a list of all Unknown headstones inscribed as 48th Battalion
Canadian Infantry so we could begin the systematic research into the
exhumation and reburial reports and headstone registers for every one
of those headstones. This included having Project members in Belgium
and France, Freddy Declerk and Simon Godly, travel to every cemetery
where these headstones were located, to take confirmatory photographs
of the specific headstone inscriptions. After two months of research
the results were compiled into a submission for correction, complete
with all supporting documents and photographs, which was then sent
to the CWGC Maidenhead just prior to Christmas, 2016. Following
on the rationale accepted by the CWGC and the precedent set by the
earlier Oosttaverne Wood corrections, the potential is for a further 20
headstones to be corrected.
AUTHOR’S UPDATE:
A recent response from the CWGC in Maidenhead UK provided
an update on the status of the submission for additional headstone
corrections. Of the seventeen cases submitted, nine have been accepted
( four of which will corrected in situ and five completely replaced) and
eight are undergoing further review.
Oosttaverne Wood Cemetery before

NB: Title photograph shows all four corrected headstones
marked with flags at Oosttaverne Wood Cemetery
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STORIES FROM REGIMENTAL HISTORY
A NOSTALGIC LOOK BACK, HALF A CENTURY AGO, TO OUR 75TH ANNIVERSARY,
WHEN THE REGIMENT WAS GIVEN THE FREEDOM OF THE CITY OF TORONTO

Front Cover

Mayor Givens greetings

HRM Letter

LCol Lowndes Welcome

Freedom Scroll

LCol John M Lowndes, CD receiving the Freedom of the City
from Mayor Phillip Givens (note Brigadier Ian Johnston,
CBE, DSO, CD (MID) seated between their outstretched
arms.. Johnston was HLCol at the time.

48th Highlanders preparing to March Past

Mayor Givens with LCol Lowndes inspecting the troops
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IN REMEMBRANCE
games at Scottish Lines; the issuing of steel helmets in April;
the death of Col Marshall in May; the grim battle of Mont Sorrel
in June; the soaking wet Somme in September where over 500
casualties were taken; and trench duty in the shadow of Vimy Ridge
in November.

THE REGIMENTAL
PADRE’S SERMON AT
THE MONUMENT
By: Capt Don Aitchison, 48th Padre and Chaplain

O

n behalf of the Commanding Officer of the 48th Highlanders of
Canada, we want to thank you for being with us this morning
as we commemorate our fallen comrades. When the Scottish
community in Toronto raised this regiment in 1891, it was their hope
that the traditions and spirit of the Highland soldier would inspire its
members to serve this country with courage and valour. They were
not disappointed. Today, as Canadians recall the sacrifices made in
the wars, we remember particularly the 1467 Highlanders killed in
WWI; and the 317 who lost their lives in WWII.
*********
In his book “Glimpses of the Olden
Time,” published in Scotland in 1893,
Samuel Carment writes:
On the lands of Monaltry, on the north
bank of the river Dee, in the parish of
Braemar, in a narrow passage where
there is not above sixty yards of level
ground from the river to the foot of a
steep, rocky hill, stands a cairn known by
the name of “Carn-na-Cuimhne,” or “the
cairn of remembrance.” The military road
is carried along the foot of this hill and
through this pass. The tradition of the
country is that many ages ago, the country
being in danger, the Highland chieftans
raised their men, and merely through this
pass caused each man lay down a stone in
this place. When they returned the stones
were numbered, by which simple means it
was known how many men were brought
into the field and what number had been
lost in action.

Over the years further additions to the monument have been
made to mark other chapters in our storied history. And this year,
as we mark another significant anniversary – 125 years of service
to Canada – we add another name to our cairn of remembrance:
Afghanistan.
We do so proudly – although pride is not and must not be the
principle motive for our doing so. Rather, our priority is to honour
those who have served and to ensure that our story will continue to
be told when we are gone. It is a story of courage and sacrifice. It is
not a story of those who loved war, but of those who loved freedom
enough to defend it with their lives. It is a story of those who were
and are determined to be faithful forever.
Dileas Gu Brath
CLOSING PRAYERS

We are gathered today to remember and
give thanks for those men and women who
have served our nation with devotion and
courage. Their service has defended our
freedom, and has inspired in us a hope for
a better world. In the spirit of that freedom
and hope, I invite you - according to your
own tradition and conscience - to pray for
God’s blessing and guidance, or simply to
use this moment for personal reflection,
as others pray.
We remember before thee, O God, all
those who, for the causes of justice and
freedom, made the supreme sacrifice.

In keeping with that ancient Scottish
tradition, our forebears established this cairn of remembrance as
a lasting memorial and a rallying place. It was designed by Eric
Haldenby, MC, who had served as an officer in the First War and
would go on to be appointed CO at the outbreak of the Second World
War. It was unveiled on Armistice Day, November 11, 1923 by the
Governor-General, His Excellency Lord Byng of Vimy and dedicated
by no fewer than 3 padres ‘to the glorious memory of those who
died and to the undying honour of those who served…’ before a
crowd that numbered in the thousands.
Five years later WWI battle honours were added and the
monument was rededicated in conjunction with a great reunion to
mark the 10th anniversary of the cessation of hostilities.

May they rest in peace, and may
the memory of their sacrifice, and the
sacrifices of all those who continue to
serve, inspire in us the resolve to discern
and to do our part, and to further your
peace throughout the world.
In the spirit of remembrance, we now rededicate this monument
– acknowledging especially those who served in Afghanistan – and
we pray that it may long stand as a witness to all those who laid
down their lives for those they loved.
We give thanks, especially today, for all of our veterans and
their families, whose service and sacrifice have preserved our
freedom, and defended our nation’s values. And we commend to
you, especially, O God, all those whose service to our nation has
left them wounded or worn in body, mind or spirit; and we pray that
you would grant to them your healing, your renewing hope, and our
abiding respect and care.

No doubt stories were shared at that reunion of some of the
events of 1916: being inspected by General Kitchener; baseball
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He was needed.

I NEVER REALLY
KNEW WAR

And even death must have been a little
ashamed
At his eagerness.

Rev. Bruce J. Roffey, Chaplain
The Memorial Chapel of St. Andrew’s College
Tuesday, November 8, 2016

I

have never really known war. Not really. I have
seen it on TV, in movies, read books, spoken
with veterans, but I have never really known
war. Not really. Yet you know I find myself with
a lump in my throat on Remembrance Day. I cry
sometimes, and I don’t cry easily. I cry, and I
don’t like it. And why? I have never known war,
not really.
At the cenotaph here in town, when I was
chaplain of the Col Fred Tilston VC Branch
385 of the Legion, I would stand there freezing
year after year, freezing in the cold wind as
it tried to blow us down. But what’s cold for
15 minutes compared to what soldiers faced in
battle, cold and heat, rain, snow, blazing sun,
and all the noise and fear and blood and death?
It’s nothing. I’ve never really known war.
Every year at the end of silence, I’d hear
Jack DeGraaf’s voice in his strong Dutch
accent, “They shall not grow old, as we that are
left grow old. Age shall not weary them nor the
years condemn. At the going down of the sun
and in the morning, we will remember them.”
And every year I think, “You will, Jack. You
will remember them. You knew war and you
can help me remember, Jack. You can. You
must. Because I’ve never really known war.
Not really.”
My father knew war. He was 20 when war
broke out and he joined the 48th Highlanders,
but quickly switched to the Royal Canadian
Air Force. He was stationed at what was then
called overseas, at Gander, Newfoundland. My
father was an aircraft mechanic working on
Lancaster bombers for the antisubmarine runs
over the North Atlantic. He worked on Lancs
that never came back and knew the men who
flew them. He saw some come back not quite
as whole as they had left. He helped carry men
off. He helped carry what was left of men off.
He had a few photographs of those days,
some of himself as a young buck of a man,
full of life ready for adventure, just like so
many others were. He had photographs of
Lancasters with big holes in the wings or
fuselage put there by the deck gun of a German
U-boat and you wondered how they ever made
it back. He had no photographs of the bodies,
no dead men, just photographs that made war
look adventuresome.
I remember only one story my father told
of those days. A Lancaster came in to land.
It was quite shot up and the pilot didn’t have
THE FALCON YEARBOOK 2016
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as much control as he needed. The bomber
overshot the runway and hit the trees. If you
looked from the side, Dad said, it looked as
if some giant had taken a scythe and cut the
trees in a straight angled slice right to the
ground. Out they went looking for survivors
in the bitter cold snow of winter. At the end
of the cut there was nothing. The plane had
disintegrated as it made its way through the
trees until there was nothing left and now it
was their job to find what was left of the flight
crew. That’s the only story he told. No more.
He came back, and his life, and ours, went on.
My father, and my mother, knew war.
Mona Gould was only a child when her
brother left to fight in World War II. She
remembered him with a poem she wrote:
This was my brother
At Dieppe
Quietly a hero
Who gave his life
Like a gift.
Withholding nothing.
His youth…his love…
His enjoyment of being alive…
His future, like a book
With half the pages still uncut –
This was my brother
At Dieppe…
The one who built me a doll house
When I was seven,
Complete to the last small picture frame,
Nothing forgotten.
He was awfully good at fixing things,
At stepping into the breach when he was
needed.
That’s what he did at Dieppe.
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Mona Gould knew war. But I don’t really
know much about war. I never knew war really.
All I know has come from the outside. What I
remember comes from outside me, from stories
others have told.
I remember when I was a young boy, there
was a family whose son we used to tease. The
parents we thought were a little odd as well.
One day, when I was at their door for some
reason I can’t remember, I noticed that the
woman had a tattoo, numbers on her arm. How
odd, I thought. I asked my parents and they told
me how she had been a Jew who was labeled
and tattooed, marked for death. They told me
how her first husband and all her children and
the rest of her family had died and how she
was the only one to escape. They told me how
she was now remarried and how this son was a
new start to life. This family knew war, and we
who laughed were embarrassed and ashamed.
My best friend, who lived just two doors
down from that family, was Japanese. I spent
most of my childhood in that house, but I never
knew of the internment of the Japanese during
the Second World War, not the Ukrainians, nor
the Italians. We didn’t learn about it in school.
They never spoke about it. We never have
since. My best friend’s parents, they knew war.
Yet some are trying now to speak their
stories. Perhaps it’s out of loyalty to their
fallen comrades. Perhaps it’s to deal with the
feelings that remain encased within them.
Some make pilgrimages back to the battlefields
of their youth seeking what only they can tell,
if they even know.
Before Deanna was born we traveled down
east to Nova Scotia to visit some of our family.
My Uncle Bob was a veteran. He had been in
the Army and had seen action in Europe. He
wanted me to have something. He gave me a
small round pill box, brass with a small pair of
woman’s glasses on the top. It was really rather
odd, but that’s not what was important. Inside
it was a little statue less than an inch high.
It was worn so badly that you could scarcely
make out what it is. It’s Mary, the Mother of
Jesus, and my Uncle Bob carried it with him
throughout the war. It brought him closer
to God and it was worn out from his fingers
touching it. I was touched, and I still am that
he has entrusted it to me.
What my uncle did for me has actually been
done for us all, what these men memorialized
here on the plaques of the Memorial Chapel
have done for all Andreans. We have all been
entrusted with a heritage, with a dream of the

IN REMEMBRANCE
end of war and peace to come someday and
with a vision that somehow God is involved in
it all granting us inner peace when there is
none outside, granting us courage to face what
we must face, and persistence in keeping on.
You are young just starting out. Nonetheless
keep the dream of peace and the vision of God
before you, keep the faith, and hold the torch
high.
Dileas gu brath. Amen.
Let us pray.
God, whose will is love and whose desire is
peace, be near us as we remember and pray.
The scarlet colour of the poppy reminds us of
the blood that is shed in war. The delicacy of
the poppy’s petals speaks to us of the beauty
and fragility of peace. May the seeds of peace
take root in us and blossom in a world where
flowers may grow unharmed, and poppies of
remembrance and gratitude flourish. Through
your Spirit we pray. Amen.
(Prayer adapted
from
prayer
16T005, page 538
of Celebrate God’s
Presence: A book
of Services for
The United Church
of Canada, United
Church Publishing
House, 2000.)

SAINT ANDREW’S COLLEGE CADET CORPS
REMEMBRANCE PARADE, 8 NOV, 2016

A

fter attending a Chapel Service, which included a moving Sermon from School Chaplain
the Reverend Bruce Roffey, the SAC Cadets took part in a unique and meaningful
formal Memorial Parade on the School “Quad.” As part of this special Event, with the Corps
Flags on Parade, the Cadet Commanding Officer and other Senior Corps Appointments,
symbolically, drew their claymores and saluted, each time the name of a SAC “Old Boy,”
killed in the Great War, was called out and his photograph displayed before them.
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IN REMEMBRANCE
RMBRNCE DAY • CITY HALL CONT’D

OCA REMEMBRANCE
AT FIRST CANADIAN
PLACE 2016

O

n Friday November 11th 2016, several members of
the 48th Family participated for the third year at
the Remembrance Day Service organized by Brookfield
Properties at The First Canadian Place. The event is actually
put together by Alissa Rankin and her staff mainly Aaron
Archibold and Mary Defalco.
The service was attended by over 500 people including
some members of our Regimental family. Jean Miso was in
great voice her performance was outstanding. Dan Stoyers
was the Bugler for the service and Ian MacDonald was the
Piper. Ron Denham laid the wreath and Mark McVety did the
passage for Fallen Comrades.
The service was a very well organized event and the
displays they put up for Remembrance Week were well done.
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WE WILL REMEMBER THEM...
WILLIAM FENTON CARROLL: IN MEMORIAM
By: Sgt (Retd) Al Kowalenko, OCA Life Member

O

ne of our well known 48th WWII
veterans, William Fenton Carroll,
passed away on July 28th, 2016, a few
days shy of his 91st birthday. Known as
“Fenton” to his family and friends, he
was one of our last remaining Italian
Campaign veterans.
In 1944, at the age of 19, Fenton
was shipped overseas to join the 48th
Highlanders who were fighting in the
Italy against tough German troops.
He became part of C Company and
was impressed by his new RSM, Bill
(Bulldog) Crossley, who directed the troops with stern discipline. His
Commanding Officer was LCol Donald Mackenzie who he admired and
he also liked Padre East who always boosted the morale of the troops
during difficult times.
Fenton’s first battle engagement of the War was at Rimini in
September 1944 where the 48th was active in clearing German forces
from town buildings and dealing with snipers who were determined
to slow down the advance of the Canadian troops. Rimini fell on the
19th of September after more than 130 casualties were sustained by the
Regiment.
Fenton’s next challenge with the 48th was crossing the Lamone River
and then the 100 mile march to the Senio River where the Germans were
again defeated despite stiff resistance.
It was near the Senio River that the then Corporal Fenton Carroll
was leading section patrols when he was wounded by an artillery
shell explosion that badly injured his foot and hip with shrapnel. He
was removed from the line and sent to hospital where he spent several
months recuperating
As the 48th was transferred to Northwest Europe and the final battles

in Holland, Fenton was returned to England where he was re-assigned in
May, 1945, to the Canadian Postal Unit. He remained with the CPU for a
year until he was repatriated to Canada the following May.
Of his military experience, he said: “I was born and raised in n
Brampton – but I grew up in Italy!”
After the war, Fenton married his childhood sweetheart, Marion,
in 1947, and returned to his studies, eventually graduating from the
Ontario Agricultural College in 1951. He then pursued a distinguished
career in the agri-business and retired as Vice-President of Maple Leaf
Mills in 1988.
Along the way, Fenton was a proud family man of three children,
six grandchildren and one great-grandchild. He was active in his local
community church, loved to play golf, enjoyed gardening and entertained
his family and friends at his Florida retreat on Boynton Beach.
Fenton was a Life Member of the 48th Highlanders Old Comrades
Association and participated for many years in the OCA monthly
meetings. He was also one of the WWII veterans interviewed in the
production of the DVD “That Dileas Spirit: 48th Highlanders of Canada
At War – 1939 to 1945” which was issued in 2011 as part of the Regiment’s
120th Anniversary.
Fenton’s last public event prior to passing away was his attendance at
the special unveiling of the Peace Through Valour Monument, June 25,
2016, Nathan Phillips Square at Toronto City Hall.
He joined other WWII veterans such as Herb Pike, Bob Fraser, and
John Lowndes to dedicate a large bronze monument to the 93,000
Canadian soldiers who took part in the Italian Campaign. The sculpture
depicts the destroyed town of Ortona after being liberated by Canadian
troops and has a prominent position on the west side of City Hall.
The June 25th monument service turned out to be a fitting conclusion
to Fenton’s representation on behalf of the Regiment and those who saw
him there could see that he was happy to participate in this important
veterans’ event.
He will be missed by his family, friends, 48th veterans, and all those
in the OCA who knew him well over the years

….Dileas Gu Brath, Fenton !

STANLEY (STAN) LEONARD

S

tanley Leonard, a resident of
Sunnybrook Veterans Wing
for the past 8 1/2 years closed
his eyes for the last time on April
23, 2016 at the age of 91.
A member of the 48th
Highlanders of Canada Life
Members Association, who also
served in World War II, he was
visited regularly at Sunnybrook
by the OCA Sick and Visiting
team.
Time catches up with all of
us eventually, but at least Stan
was with his soldier comrades
at the end.
He will be missed by all who
knew him.

Rest in peace Old Comrade.
Dileas Gu Brath
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JAMES (JIM) B. SHONTALER

J

AMES B. SHONTALER passed away at
the Sunnybrook Veterans Centre on
June 27, 2016.
He was a member of 1st Battalion
during World War II. Joining up at the
age of 17, he survived the sinking of his
deployment ship, the Santa Alena and
eventually saw action, with the Regiment,
in both the Italian and Northwest Europe
Campaigns. After the War, he joined the Service Corps, and continued
his military involvement with them for several years.
He had worked for the government of Ontario, and was a proud
member of Knights of Columbus.
Jim was predeceased by his loving wife Kathleen. He will be greatly
missed by his nephew Brian and his sister-in-law Brigid McMorrow. He
will also be missed by his nieces and nephews and his extended family
and numerous friends, both in Canada and Ireland.
The family greatly appreciated the care given to him by the staff at
the Sunnybrook for the past 5 years.

Rest in peace Old Comrade.
Dileas Gu Brath
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SGT MAXWELL MCDOUGALL:
IN MEMORIAM

back lane on Gerrard. Father was a great climber
and one time he took Alf up the Bloor Viaduct
and couldn’t get him back down for a couple of
hours. They joined the 48th together and you
will see a picture of them with the Haggis at the
Royal York Hotel, when they were around 18. Alf
is 91 and says that father was the best man that
he ever knew. At the time of the picture, they
were the youngest Sgt’s in the 48th.

By: WO (Retd) Dianne Love, Daughter

Today (29 Oct 16) we are putting to rest a
born Highlander: Maxwell McDougall.
My father was born January 3, 1928 at 625
Gerrard Street East. The 12th of 13 children
born to Daniel McDougall and Margaret
Sharkey. My grandparents emigrated from
Edinburgh in 1911.
My great-grandfather McDougall was
Inspector of Police in Edinburgh and my greatgrandfather Sharkey was a Stone Mason. My
great-grandmother McDougall was from the
Buttars of Pitlochry and the McDougalls came
from Caputh.
One of our distant cousins is Georgina
Buttar, who was the flower girl for Princess
Alexandria of Kent. My great-great-grandfather
McDougall was in The Gordon Highlanders.
The Sharkeys were originally from Mayo and
emigrated to Edinburgh, in around 1841.
My father’s brothers were Hugh(Elizabeth),
Daniel (Margaret), Ernest, Vance (Kathleen),
John(Margaret) and William (Josephine). His
sisters were Bella (Frank), Mary (Bill), Phyllis
(Bill), Margaret, Alexandra (Ron) and Helen
(Ron) and adopted brother Mickey Robinson
and Mae.. He is survived by Alexandra and
Helen and Sister in Law, Josephine.
He was extremely close to his family and
would do anything for them. He was very proud
of His brothers, especially because they were
veterans. My Uncle Dan was in the Engineers;
John was a Sgt with 2 Field Ambulance and
received a MM in Ortona.
Uncle Vance was a sniper in the Queen’s
Own, but had to return from England because of
illness and William got as far as Newfoundland,
just when the end of the war was declared. My Max McDougall at 18
Uncle Ernest was a jockey and was severally
injured and died when he was 26. My Uncle Hugh got injured on the
Lakes, before the war, so he could not join up.
My grandfather lost his leg during the time of the Boar War. He was
in The Service Battalion in Woolwich, England and rode a horse. He was
on parade at Queen Victoria’s funeral and King Edward’s coronation. He
was only 15, so when he tried to get on the boat, he got kicked off. They
put him to work in the rail yards. He got caught in a signal and a train
ran him over, and he had to have his leg amputated.
My grandmother McDougall’s brother, Hugh Sharkey was killed in
the WW1. His name is on Panel 3 on The Menin Gate.
My father was in the Rotary Cadets and the 48th Highlanders Home
Battalion, but was too young and his parents would not sign the papers,
and he had some medical issues. He was in 2 Field Engineers for a couple
of months and then transferred to the 48th. When he was old enough, He
joined the RCEME, but they would not let him go overseas because he
was a good instructor. He taught about the Bren gun carrier, 3” and 6”
mortar. CWO Chappell was in his section at one time.
His best friend is Alfred Delaney. Alf said that they met playing in the

When my father joined RCEME he was
stationed in Wolsley Barracks in London,
Ontario. He was also at Ipperwash and
Haggersville. He decided to join RCEME because
he had an interest in vehicles and thought
it would be better for training, when he got a
civilian job. He pulled wheels, checked brakes,
packed wheel bearings etc.
He met my mother and joined CN Rail.
He worked at Smith Corona in the packing
department and joined the Scarborough Board
in 1962. He also worked at Mr. Hoyer’s house
around the corner and silkscreened typewriter
covers. The neighbours though that they were
printing money!
My father always wanted to get back into the
48th. He always talked about the Regiment. I
knew about Col Haldenby, Col Lowndes, RSM
Wigmore, and Major Featherstone’s father, when
I was very small. He brought some of them back
to house once after a parade. When the Santa
Claus Parade was on, it was my job to get him up
as soon as I heard the bands!
My dad rejoined by volunteering in 1969, in
Regimental Stores. I can still remember going
to the Tattoos at Maple Leaf Gardens. He wanted
to rejoin the active Regiment when I did in 1974.
He had his medical and I had prepared his
security clearance. He didn’t go through with
it because he would have to go back to Private
and would not be allowed in the Sgt’s Mess, so
he just stayed volunteering all those years. He
would pick up items, work in the museum. Get
the fridge fixed, have mother repair gloves. He
loved his friends and all the Vets at the Unit. He always helped with our
vets. He loved putting on his uniform and going on parade. He taught
me how to iron my shirt and to polish my boots.
If my father didn’t like how I was doing something, he would wait to
yak at me in the car on the way to the Armoury. He had been threatened
with being left by the side of the road. When I would get to work they
would say, I see your father drove you to work again!! I would get back
at him.
Bud Gillie and I were doing inspection one evening and I commented
on his hair. The rest of the guys thought it was hilarious and were
snickering. My father actively volunteered in The Regimental Museum
and was in touch with my Cousin, Col Vance McDougall to get various
weapons etc. from The War Museum in Ottawa.
We often went to dances at Robson Avenue Legion with Paul and
Jean Jones. Jean was a piper with Scarborough Pipe Band and got him
interested in The Legion.
My father and mother loved Scottish Country Dancing and had a
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small group that would practice at my
Public School, along with Sandy and Pat
Leil. They also joined the Cairngorm
Club. My father met Freda there.
He loved his Scottish roots. He
loved that Erin was taking Highland
Dancing and he would take Ryan to
Drum Class and the Legion for lessons.
He was Commissioner for The Clan
MacDougall of Ontario, and would go to
every Highland Game, if mother would
let him.
We entertained Robyn MacDougall
of MacDougall and Colin MacDougall of
Lunga. We had a MacDougall Gathering
at the Hotel on Dixie Road, which was a
huge Success.
He was honoured, to get to attend
the Anniversaries in Holland, and the
200th Anniversary of The Gordons, in
Aberdeen, and to be on Parade for the
Father on our Wedding Day 24 June 1978
Queen and Princess Anne.
He was very, very proud of his
Grandson, nieces and nephews in the Army and Airforce. They are Col
(Retd) Vance MacDougall, CD, former Cpl Loren (Cosgrove) Whitehead,
Cpl Daniel Ord and Pte Travis Ord, MWO (Retd) Mark Thibedeau, CD,
Maj Brenda Thibedeau,CD,
Capt Marshal Thibedau and Cpl James
Thibedau, Cpl Ryan Love, and Cpl Philip Rivers.
My father recruited right to the end. He asked the EMS guys if they
had ever heard of The 48th. Of course….one of them had been in 25
Medical Company!
There will never be another one like him, a true Highlander to the
end.

Dileas, Father.
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Father,C WO Fraser, CWO Dewar and Sgt Alf Delaney
at Royal York Hotel

Father in 1944 and 1946 in Kilt
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LIEUTENANT WALLY B MOORE

ROBERT FREDERICK RALPH
WWII Veteran - 48th Highlanders of Canada
died peacefully, with his family by his side, on
Wednesday, December 7, 2016 at the Southlake
Hospital in Newmarket at the age of 93. Beloved
and much loved husband of 66 years to Muriel,
loving father to Joan Ralph-Webber, Brenda
Reimer (Scott), Sharon, Robert (Susan), Paul
(Marian) and his son-in-law Jim Shave. Predeceased by his daughter
Gayle Shave (2010). Adored grandfather to 12 grandchildren and 6 greatgrandchildren.

O

ne of our few remaining WWII officers, who served with 1st battalion,
48th Highlanders in Italy, passed away, Friday 20 January, 2017, at
Sunnybrooke Hospital, where he had been a resident for the past several
months.
Having initially served as a Platoon Sergeant Major (PSM), in both
the 1st Battalion and later in Canadian Military Headquarters (CMHQ)
in Britain, Wally completed officer training and then returned to the
Highlanders with a posting to Italy in August 1944 as a reinforcement
platoon commander in B Coy.
On 16 September, 1944, during his first action near San Fortunado
as part “OP Kestrel” to break the Rimini Line, Wally was badly wounded
while leading a section to determine the extent of German defenses.
Leading from the front, he went down, hit in the spine by a schmeiser
bullet. He could not be moved without a stretcher, but he managed to get
word of the German position to his Company Commander. Having been
hit at around 3:00AM, he remained on the ground until after midnight
when, thanks to the effort of Cpl Alex McCrae, he was moved to an aid
station. He was carried out and subsequently recovered.
Following the war, Wally remained an active Highlander and one of
our Regiment’s true gentlemen. In 1952 he served as President of the
OCA, and later was employed as the General Manager of the Memorial
Hall “the club” at 519 Church Street.
After his retirement, he remained active in the OCA, the Officers
Association, and at Regimental events. Up until about 18 months ago,
he was still attending Regimental activities in his “big cadillac”. During
his last few months in Sunnybrook, his son was his constant companion
and caregiver, taking good care of his Dad.

Joining up

Wally B Moore - A life - long Highlander, who will be missed !
Dileas Gu Brath
1st BN Drummer
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HIGHLANDERS CONFINED TO BARRACKS

SUNNYBROOK HOSPITAL - VETERANS WING

COOPER, Vic.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . .LGSE 37 647-341-8573

FRASER, Bob .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . L WING- 1 - ROOM 22

OTHER LOCATIONS

BROWN, John (Major, Retd, CD .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  . Recovering from major surgery in a Kingston hospital

These Highlanders will be pleased to hear from you.
A special thanks to our Visiting Party and their
special efforts to stay in touch with them.

MARCH 2017
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IN M E MORIAM
Stanley (Stan) Leonard. . . . . .
James (Jim) Shontaler. . . . . . .
William (Fenton) Carroll. . . . .
Maxwell (Max) McDougall . . .
Robert Frederick Ralph . . . . . .
Walter (Wally) Moore. . . . . . . .
John Montgomery Lowndes. . .

Toronto.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .23 Apr, 2016
Toronto.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  27 Jun, 2016
Mississauga.  .  .  .  .  . 28 Jul, 2016
Toronto.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  26 Oct, 2016
Newmarket .  .  .  .  .  . 7 Dec, 2016
Toronto.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  20 Jan, 2017
Toronto.  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  24 Feb, 2017

At the going down of the sun, and in the morning,
We will remember them.
MARCH 2017
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